OVAL-8 FINGER SPLINT GUIDE

How to Choose the Correct Size

Oval-8 Finger Splint
In the Kitchen

Clothing Protectors, Adapted Dishes, Kitchen Aids, Eating Utensils, Knives, Cups & Mugs

Getting Ready

Hygiene & Bath Aids, Bathing Products, Toileting Aids, Dressing Aids

Around the House

Gardening Aids, Door & Key Turners, Household Aids, Writing Aids, Adapted Games

On the Move

Mobility Aids, Accessories for Canes, Walkers, Crutches, Wheelchairs, Scooters

For Your Comfort

Wedges & Pillows, Therapy Wraps, Skin Creams, Gloves & Hand Supports, Positioning Aids

For Fitness

Adapted Exercise Equipment, Pulleys, Hand Exercisers, Balance Aids

Diner Wear Cravaat Dining Scarf
Stylish alternative to an adult bib, this clothing protector is worn just like a regular scarf. Discreet and sophisticated, worn flat or tied for extra style; no one will know why someone is wearing it. Soft brushed microfiber material feels like suede. Stain-resistant and wrinkle-resistant, machine washable. 27”L, 14”W. Choose black or red.

CDW100 ......................... $24.95

Quick Bib
Clothing Protector with Crumb Catcher
Unique adult bib has spring-action C-collar with no snaps, ties, or Velcro®. Terry cloth with waterproof vinyl backing. Machine wash and dry without removing ring. Specify size. Medium: 14” neck, 14”W, 25”L. Large: 16” neck, 16”W, 26”L. X-Large: 18” neck, 18”W, 27”L.

CQB116: Navy Blue ................ $18.95
CQB117: Forest Green .............. $18.95

Mum 2 Mum Plus Special Needs Bandana Bibs
Stylish, practical adapted bib features waterproof backing and 100% cotton extra-absorbent toweling front to keep the wearer from becoming cold, damp, and wet. Three snap closures allow for adjustable neck size. Stain resistant, machine wash and dry. Choose color from navy, red, pink, chocolate, gray, or teal.

CMM110: Adult (13”-16” neck; 10”L) ...... $12.95
CMM120: Youth (up to 14.5” neck, 9.5”L) ... $11.95

Mum 2 Mum Plus Special Needs Feeding Apron
Adult-size bib of 100% cotton extra-absorbent toweling with nylon waterproof layer for added protection. Multiple snaps to adjust neck closure. Machine wash and dry. 10”L in front, 12”W overall. Specify color blue, black, red, teal, or purple.

CMM130 .......................... $15.95

Granny Jo Napkin Clips
Adjustable model has black nylon cord with a locking slide to adjust the length from 18”-22”L. Jeweled model is 18”L with colored beads. Pearl is 18”L with faux pearl beads on stretch mono-filament. Original is 18”L with silver-tone metal chain. All have easy-to-use clips attached at each end.

MGJ108A: Black ....................................... $5.95
MGJ108B: Jeweled ............................. $5.95
MGJ108P: Pearl ..................................... $5.95
MGJ108O: Original ............................. $5.95

DELUXE CLOTHING PROTECTOR WITH CRUMB CATCHER
Durable, attractive plaid quilted adult bib has soft, absorbent front with a vinyl waterproof backing for full clothing protection. Measures 19.5”L x 17”W to cover upper body and lap. Has snap-on adjustable crumb catcher and hook-and-loop neck fastener. Machine wash.

AEM154 .......................... $16.95
In the Kitchen

Careactive Shirt Saver Waterproof Bib
Lightweight, waterproof protection against food and beverage spills. Easy-care, machine washable. Velcro® shoulder closure. Easy to put on and take off. Choose burgundy or navy.
CCA109 ........................................... $16.95

Tidytops Clothes Protectors

CTT100C: Camo ............................... $19.95
CTT100G: Green Plaid ........................ $19.95
CTT100B: Black Rose .......................... $19.95
CTT100BL: Blue Plaid ......................... $19.95
CTT100R: Red Hearts .......................... $19.95
CTT100T: Tan Leopard ........................ $19.95

Terry Cloth Adult Size Bib
Adult size bib has terry cloth fabric front that hides stains and full-length vinyl waterproof barrier from leaking through onto clothing. Machine wash and dry at 150° or lower. Measures 18"W x 30"L.
CIB109: White Snap Closure .................. $8.95
CIB110: White Velcro Closure .................. $8.95
CIB110B: Blue Velcro Closure .................. $9.95

Freedom Dishes with Suction Pad Base
Each bowl comes with a removable suction base that holds the dish in place on any flat surface. Attaching the base is as easy as putting a lid on a jar. The patented vacuum system forms a secure suction with slight pressure.
CFP151: Snack Dish, 8" diameter ................ $34.95
CFP104: Dessert Bowl, 4½" diameter ............... $19.95
CFP105: Soup Bowl, 6" diameter .................. $24.95
CFP161: Scoop Plate, 9" diameter ................ $34.95
CFP171: Divided Plate, 9" diameter ................ $34.95

Independence Inner Lip Plate
Adapted plate with high sides and an overhanging inner edge helps push scooped food onto user’s eating utensil. Skid-proof rubber base helps keep the plate from sliding and prevents spills. Available in white or high-visibility red. 9" in diameter, 1.75”H. Microwave and dishwasher safe.
CPS191W: White ............................... $7.95
CPS191R: Red ................................. $7.95

Independence Partition Plate
Like the inner lip plates above, but with three divided sections.
CPS193W: White .............................. $6.95
CPS193R: Red ............................ $6.95

Independence High-Sided Scoop Plate
Like plates above, but with an additional raised edge to make scooping easier.
CPS196W: White .............................. $6.95
CPS196R: Red ............................ $6.95

Independence Dishware Lid
Clear snap-on lid fits all plates shown above, letting user easily see contents.
CPS197 ........................................... $5.95
**GripWare Plastic Round Scoop Dish**

This 8” round dish has a scoop edge gradually rising from front to back. Contoured rim for easy utensil filling. Molded of white, heat-resistant plastic with non-skid feet to prevent sliding. Dishwasher safe. DO NOT microwave.

CMI105 ............................................. $6.95

---

**Inner Lip Plate**

Deep inner lip keeps food from sliding off plate. 9” diameter. Dishwasher/microwave safe plastic.

CMI74531: Sandstone ................ $6.95
CMI74531R: Red ...................... $7.95

---

**Partitioned Scoop Dish with Lid**

This dish is divided into one 12.6-oz. and two 6.75-oz. compartments that help keep food separated. 1.5” high walls help to fill utensils. 8.25” diameter. Clear plastic cover included. Dishwasher/microwave safe.

CMI74527: Sandstone ................ $7.95
CMI74527R: Red ...................... $8.95

---

**High Sided Divided Dish**

Large 3-section plate has high sides for scooping food. Includes a secure fitting, reusable lid. Made of light gray durable polypropylene that is freezer to microwave safe, and top-rack dishwasher safe. Measures 10” diameter, with 43/4”H sides and 7/8”H section dividers.

APH143 ............................................. $10.95

---

**Scooper Bowl**

High rim and reverse curve on one side aids in scooping food onto a utensil without spilling. The bottom of the dish has a rubber suction base to prevent skidding. Molded of heat-resistant plastic. 4.5” diameter. Dishwasher safe. Blue only.

CMI106 ............................................. $7.95

---

**Large Clear Plate Guard**

Heavy-duty, clear, polycarbonate plastic guard provides a clear edge to push food against, and can be used discreetly while dining out. Attach to 8-9” diameter plate by stretching plate guard open, then placing rim of plate into V-shaped groove of plate guard. Easily removed for cleaning; dishwasher safe up to 125°F. Measures 1¼”H.

CKE15211 ........................................... $13.95
### Long Push-Pull Oven Stick
Lightweight, durable metal rod with unique hook and large grip handle provides safety for handling oven racks. Hook slides around an oven rack to push or pull it into place. Handle measures 4" L, 1" diameter and has a soft, non-slip vinyl grip. Especially useful as a reaching aid for those in a wheelchair or with a limited range of motion.

**AKE161** ........................................... $21.95

### Long Stove Knob Turner
15" L, lightweight aluminum rod has a large comfort grip handle that makes turning knobs on stove tops easier. End of rod is shaped to fit securely around stove control knobs. Handle measures 4" L, 1" diameter. Handy reaching tool for those with limited mobility.

**AKE164** ........................................... $27.95

### Swedish Cutting Board
Ideal for people who have had stroke or neurological impairments limiting the use of one hand. Stainless steel spikes hold food for cutting or slicing. Rubber suction feet adhere the board securely in place. Vice holds larger food items, jars, or mixing bowls. White plastic board measures 12"x11", weighs 3 lbs.

**NC28502** ........................................... $56.95

### Pot and Pan Holder
Wire frame holds pot handle so stirring one-handed is easy. Keeps pan from turning and causing spills. Suction-cup feet secure holder on stove. Wire frame is covered with epoxy to protect ranges and pans from scratches. Works best on electric stoves.

**NC28221** ........................................... $11.95

### Folding Pan Holder
Holds pot handle securely to prevent turning when contents are being stirred. Durable aluminum with suction cups to secure holder to stove top. Base legs are 5.5" L, and upright supports measure 6" H. Legs fold for easy storage.

**AKE168** ........................................... $39.95

### DuoGlide® Adaptive Knives
Adapted kitchen knives and cutting utensils allow increased independence. These ergonomic knives are designed to keep the hand and wrist in a neutral position. Ultra-soft, right-sized handle can be gripped in several ways, allowing precise control for reduced wrist, arm, and hand discomfort to cut, chop, or slice with less fatigue. Precision-ground, high-carbon stainless steel blades will retain their super sharp edges. Extra-wide blade will easily cut through any material.

### DuoGlide 3⅜" Paring Knife

**ADD40003** ........................................... $19.95

### DuoGlide 8" All-Purpose Chef’s Knife
Whether for cutting, slicing, or worked in a rocking motion for chopping, the unique design makes this your go-to knife for ease and versatility.

**ADD40033** ........................................... $49.95

### Easi-Grip Contoured Handle Knives
Comfortable, soft-feel handle is easy to grip and non-slip. Upright handle at 90° angle from the blade helps keep wrist in a natural position to prevent strain and discomfort. Each knife includes protective blade cover. Dishwasher safe.

### Easi-Grip Contoured Handle Bread Knife
Stainless steel blade is 8" L, 1" W with serrated edge. Overall 10" L. Weighs 5.25 oz.

**APE102** ........................................... $13.95

### Easi-Grip Contoured Handle Carving Knife
Handle measures 5.25" L, tapering from 2" W at base to 1.5" W at top, 1.25" H. Blade is 7.5" L, 1" W; overall 9.5" L.

**APE103** ........................................... $13.95

### Easi-Grip Contoured Handle Fork Knife
Blade is 5.75" L, 1" W; handle measures 5.25" L, tapers from 2" W at base to 1.5" W at top, and 1.25" H. Overall 8" L.

**APE104** ........................................... $13.95

---
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Rocking “T” Knife
Rock back and forth with gentle pressure. The 3.5” stainless steel single-edge blade requires less strength and dexterity than other knives.
AKT107: Wooden Handle .................................. $18.95
AKT108: Black Plastic Handle ............................ $18.95
AKT1072: Carrying Case ................................. $6.95

Slip On Handle
Handy built-up grip makes holding utensils, toothbrushes, pencils and other items easier for users with difficulty gripping. Smooth vinyl with finger bumps to provide a more comfortable gripping surface. Inside core is foam tubing. Handle is 4”L with 1.38” diameter and weighs 1.5 oz.
AKE152 .............................................. $9.95

Hand Clip Fork
Adapted fork has an attached hand strap that fits securely around either right or left hand. Helpful for users who have difficulty holding a standard dining fork, as it does not require gripping. Aluminum bar with vinyl coating, stainless steel fork. Dishwasher safe.
AKE156F ............................................ $22.95

Hand Clip Spoon
Same features as the fork above, but with spoon attachment.
AKE156S ............................................ $22.95

Flexible Handle Utensils
Soft, long flexible foam handle can be bent or positioned at any angle. Handle measures 1” diameter, 14”L; weighs 4 oz. Hand wash only. Choose from fork, teaspoon or tablespoon.
CRP150 .................................................. $11.95

Utensil Holder
Made with easy-to-clean polypropylene webbing and adjustable Velcro® hook-and-loop closure with D-ring thumb loop. Simply insert utensil in pocket and strap around hand. Measure hand across the top of the knuckles for correct size.
CKE252010000: SM/MED Beige: 3.5-4.5” .................. $7.95
CKE252010015: LG/XL Navy: 4.5-4.75” ................. $7.95

Good Grips® Utensils
A great utensil for those with arthritis, weak grasp, or limited arm movement. Made with large, soft rubber handles and flexible ribbing for a comfortable hold. The stainless fork and spoon can be bent for use in the right or left hand. Dishwasher safe.
NC65590: Soup Spoon ................................ $11.95
NC65591: Fork .......................................... $10.95
NC65595: Small Spoon .................................. $10.95
NC65593: Teaspoon ...................................... $10.95
NC65594: Tablespoon ................................... $10.95
NC65592: Rocker Knife ................................. $11.95
NC655905: 5-piece Set .................................. $49.95
(Set of 5 includes one each: knife, fork, tablespoon, teaspoon, and small spoon)
NC659S: Good Grips Utensils Set of 3 ...................... $29.95
(Set includes knife, fork, and tablespoon)

Good Grips® Weighted Utensils
Large, soft, rubber handles and flexible ribbing for a comfortable hold. The stainless fork and spoon can be bent for use in the right or left hand. The 6 oz. of added weight in the built-up handle provides more control so that the utensil reaches the mouth easier. Ideal for persons with limited hand control, Parkinson’s disease, or spasticity. Dishwasher safe.
NC65560: Fork .......................................... $12.95
NC65561: Teaspoon ...................................... $12.95
NC65562: Tablespoon ................................... $12.95
NC65565: Rocker Knife ................................. $13.95
NC6556S5: 3-piece Set .................................. $35.95
(Set of 3 includes one each: knife, fork, and tablespoon)
NC655605: 4-piece Set .................................. $45.95
(Set of 4 includes one each: knife, fork, teaspoon, and tablespoon)
NC65564: Soup Spoon ................................ $13.95

Large Grip Swivel Utensils
Swivel mechanism levels utensil to keep food from sliding off. Comfortable non-slip vinyl grip for maximum user control. Stainless steel fork head. Dishwasher safe up to 180°.
AKE11801: Swivel Fork ................................. $27.95
AKE11803: Swivel Spoon ............................ $27.95
In the Kitchen

KEatley Weighted Utensils
Each utensil uses weight to steady the user's hand, helping them to eat and to decrease hand tremors. Stainless steel dishwasher-safe utensils weigh an average of 7.2–7.5 oz. each.

CKE11796: Set of 3 (includes knife, fork, and teaspoon) ........................................ $34.95
CKE11795: Set of 4 (includes knife, fork, teaspoon, and soup spoon) ......................... $43.95

KE-Classic Bendable Utensils
Adapted stainless steel utensils can be angled to use for left or right hand. Large, non-slip oval rubber handles are designed to fit comfortably in user's hand. Light gray handles measure 4" L; larger end measures 1.375" diameter and tapers to 1" diameter at neck. Utensil weights range from 2.9 to 3.2 oz. Dishwasher safe.

AKE1400: Tablespoon ........................................ $7.95
AKE1401: Fork ................................................ $7.95
AKE1402: Rocker Knife ...................................... $8.95
AKE1403: Teaspoon .......................................... $7.95
AKE1404: Soup Spoon ....................................... $7.95
AKE1405: Set of 4 (knife, fork, teaspoon, soup spoon) ......................... $29.95

Power of Red Bendable Utensils Set
Bendable fork, spoon and rocker blade knife set with bright red, easy to grip soft cushion handles. Microwave and dishwasher safe polypropylene.

AEM145 ....................................................... $29.95

Comfort Handle Utensils
Angled, curved utensils provide maximum control with minimal effort. Latex-free vinyl handles with molded finger grips and stainless steel head. Top-shelf dishwasher safe.

AFE166R: Right Hand Fork .................... $13.95
AFE167R: Right Hand Teaspoon ........ $13.95
AFE168R: Right Hand Soup Spoon ........ $13.95
AFE166L: Left Hand Fork ...................... $13.95
AFE167L: Left Hand Teaspoon ............... $13.95
AFE168L: Left Hand Soup Spoon ............... $13.95

Easy Hold Utensils
Angled utensils have easy to grasp tapered handles with utensil end at a 45º angle to handle that aids in self-feeding. Available for left or right hand in both spoon and spork (spoon and fork combination). Dishwasher safe.

AMC1001LA: Left Hand Spoon ................... $8.95
AMC1001RA: Right Hand Spoon ............... $8.95
AMC1001LS: Left Hand Spork .................... $10.95
AMC1001RS: Right Hand Spork ............... $10.95

Hand Clip Vegetable Peeler
With same features as the items above, this lightweight, easy to use peeler does not require gripping. Stainless steel peeling blade is fixed to the clip on handle.

AKE155 ....................................................... $26.95

EvoOTWare Easy Grip Utensils
Ergonomically designed by Occupational Therapists, the easy grip handles are angled inward and upward. The unique interior axis allows for many gripping positions. Bright red set has one knife, one fork, and one spoon. Dishwasher safe, latex-free, phthalate-free, and BPA-free. Not recommended for microwave or oven use. Overall 6"L. Specify right or left hand.

AEP123 ....................................................... $15.95

ELISPOON NO SPILL SPOON
Adapted spoon utilizes 2 counterweights and rotation axis to keep spoon bowl level no matter the user's arm position. The 0.75" diameter handle is comfortable to grip and rotates 360º. Stainless steel spoon has a stopper that restrains the angle, allowing user to easily take food from the bowl. Has no electrical components or batteries, and is suitable for right and left handed users. Lightweight but strong material is dishwasher safe, hypo-allergenic, and FDA approved.

CEL100: Teaspoon ................................. $69.95
CEL100S: Soup Spoon .............................. $74.95
**Dycem Non-Slip**
Non-slip products are made of durable, flexible polymeric material. Colorfast, odorless, with no latex or toxic materials. Each item can be cleaned with soapy water, but must be dry before using as it is not effective when wet. Mats and pads are designed to help keep objects from sliding and prevent spills. Flexible openers provide soft, sure grip on bottles and stubborn jar lids and ensure a good seal when closing.

**Dycem Non-Slip Pads**
Blue or red color gives good visual contrast for low vision. Specify color.

NC35106: 10”x14” ................................ $29.95
NC35107: 10”x7¼” ................................. $18.95
NC0208: 8” Round ............................... $18.95

**Dycem Non-Slip Jar Opener**
Made of non-slip Dycem material. Provides soft, sure grip. Flexible so it fits most sizes of jars (up to 4” in diameter). Wash in soapy water to retain tackiness. 4½” diameter x 2”H.

NC28202 ........................................... $10.95

**Dycem Non-Slip Mat Roll**
Non-slip mat roll can be cut to size to help prevent spills.

NC35103: 16”W x 3.25’ roll ............ $39.95
NC35104: 8”W x 10 yards long roll ........ $119.95

**Twister Straws**
Reusable, environmentally friendly stainless steel flexible straws can be bent any way user desires. Straighten straws and position them vertically in dishwasher utensil basket to clean and disinfect, or boil to sterilize. Processed in the USA to medical grade. All sizes come in packages of 5.

CTL110S: 10”, 3/8” diameter ............................................ $17.95
CTL110L: 14”, 3/8” diameter .......................................... $22.95
CTL110XL: 26”, 3/8” diameter ....................................... $48.95
CTL210S: Jumbo 10”, 1/2” diameter ............................ $22.95
CTL210L: Jumbo 14”, 1/2” diameter ............................ $26.95
CTL210XL: Jumbo 26”, 1/2” diameter ............................ $66.95

**Cool Grip Microwave Tray**
Unique plate and bowl tray that never gets hot. Surrounding reservoir catches any spills/boil-overs to keep microwave clean. BPA-free plastic tray is 12” diameter overall, 3”H. Dishwasher top-shelf safe.

CGB100 ........................................... $10.95

**11” Flexible Drinking Straws with Caps**
Clear plastic straws have a 2”L flexible section that allows user to adjust the angle of the mouthpiece. For improved hygiene, the blue cap keeps the straw covered. 11”, 0.25” inner diameter. Non-returnable if packaging is opened.

CFP110 (package of 10) ........................ $12.95

**Independence Flo Vacuum Lid Tumbler**
No-handle cup with spout lets users control liquid delivery by pressing a button on top. Translucent cup allows monitoring of liquid intake. Can be used with both hot and cold liquids. Dishwasher and microwave safe. 8-oz. cup is 3½”H x 3”D.

CPS107 ............................................. $6.95
CPS5403: Flo Vacuum Lids (package of 6) .................. $10.95
In the Kitchen

**Nosey Cups**
Cut-out for nose allows drinking without tilting the head. Contoured shape, textured surface, and translucent plastic allow steady grip and monitoring of liquid intake. Translucent plastic, dishwasher safe.

**CAM106:** Cups 4, 8, or 12-oz. sizes (please specify) ........................................ $5.95

**Power of Red Nosey Cup**
Bright red adapted drinking cup has a cut out edge to provide room for the user's nose. Cup is 4.8"H overall, 3.59"H to the cut out, 2.12" diameter at bottom, 2.92" diameter at top. Holds 8.5 fluid ounces. Weighs 1.6 oz. Same material as above.

**AEM133** .............................................. $5.95

**In the Kitchen**

**Independence Cups, Mugs & Lids**
Designed to allow drinking hot/cold liquids without splashes or spills. Two interchangeable lids (spout and anti-splash) fit the mouth comfortably and direct liquid flow. Lids may be used with a straw. All parts are clear to help monitor intake and are microwave/dishwasher safe.

**CPS101**: Tumbler – 8 oz. 3½"H x 3"D ........................................ $6.95
**CPS102**: Single Handle Mug – 8 oz. 2¼"H x 3"D ........................................ $6.95
**CPS103**: Double Handle Mug – 8 oz. 2½"H x 3"D ........................................ $8.95
**CPS210**: Replacement Lids – One anti-splash & one spout lid ........ $1.75
**CPS5401**: Spout Lids (package of 6) ........................................ $8.95
**CPS5402**: Anti-Splash Lids (package of 6) ........................................ $8.95

**Independence Long Handle Clear Mug**
10-oz. cup has long handle for varied grasping options. Latex-free, clear polycarbonate makes monitoring liquids easy. Includes two interchangeable lids: one anti-splash and one feeding spout lid. For hot or cold liquids. Dishwasher/microwave safe. 4.5"H x 3" diameter.

**CPS104** ............................................. $8.95

**Independence Two-Handle Clear Mug with Lids**
Adapted two-handled mug of clear polycarbonate helps monitor liquid intake. Extra-wide base makes it easy to set down without tipping or spilling. Two handles provide various gripping options. Includes two lids: anti-splash and feeding spout. Microwave and dishwasher safe. Choose 6 oz., 9 oz., or 12 oz. capacity.

**CPS105** ............................................. $7.95

**Spill-Proof Kennedy Cup**
This dishwasher-safe, patented design holds 7 oz. of hot/cold liquid. Once the lid is screwed on, you can turn it completely upside down!! Even with a straw...no spills! Great for bed use.

**CPS100** ............................................. $7.95

**Provale® Restricted Flow Cup**
Encourages normal drinking habits and small swallows by delivering 5 or 10 cc. of liquid by tipping to the mouth. The chamber refills when set upright and includes a patented anti-suck mechanism to prevent over-delivery of fluid. Reduces the need for pre-thickened liquids for some dysphasia patients, while nose clearance minimizes head tilt. Transparent model allows monitoring liquid intake and easily disassembles for dishwasher-safe cleaning. Can be used with or without handles.

**CRM058T**: Blue 5 cc ........................................ $39.95
**CRM108T**: Brown 10 cc ........................................ $39.95

**Granny Jo Dignity Mug**
Unique ceramic mug with two extra-large handles intended for those with loss of strength or dexterity. Either grasp the outside of both handles, slide fingers through wide openings, or grip body of mug directly. Dishwasher and microwave safe. 3.75"H, mouth opening 3" diameter, 6.5"W (handle to handle). Beige.

**MG105** ............................................. $9.95

**Hand to Hand Mug**
This lightweight, plastic mug is double-wall insulated to retain the temperature of hot/cold liquids. Ceramic look and feel with contoured shape for comfortable grip. 10-oz. capacity. Dishwasher and microwave safe.

**AMI74598** ........................................ $13.95

**Order by Phone Toll Free:**
1-877-750-0376
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Body Care Long-Handle Back Scrubber
The ergonomic design and balance make it easier to get all over the back, minimizing stress on joints and muscles. The nylon wash cloth, with polythene lining, washes effectively without absorbing water, is machine washable, and removable. 30"L and 11½"D. Weighs 7.1 oz. Non-returnable hygiene item.

ASP6629 ........................................... $23.95
ASP6629R: Replacement Wash Cloths (package of 2) ........ $15.95

Body Care Long-Handle Body Washer
The ergonomic design makes effective use of shoulder, arm, and hand power, making it easier to get at all parts of the body. Removable and washable, the non-absorbent wash cloth allows effective cleaning while the washer stays light and balanced. 15"L and weighs 4 oz. Non-returnable hygiene item.

ASP662901 ....................................... $16.95
ASP662901R: Replacement Wash Cloths (package of 2) ........ $11.95

Body Care Long-Handle Comb or Brush
Firm bristles are curved to follow the shape of the head so the handle can be held close to the body without loss of power or reach.

NC28370: 12" Comb ...................................... $14.95
NC28372: 12" Brush ...................................... $14.95
NC28371: 14" Comb ...................................... $14.95
NC28373: 14" Brush ...................................... $14.95

Juvo Long Handle Bathing Wand
Simple patent-pending replacement loofah system has soft-textured, contoured handle that’s easy to grip in the shower. Storage loop for hanging convenience. Sturdy fiber-reinforced ABS plastic wand measures 22"L. Includes loofah.

AJV202 ........................................... $14.95

Long-Handle Bath Sponges
Clean your back, toes, or any other hard-to-reach area. Soft poly-foam is non-irritating to the skin. 18"L handle can be angled.

NC28644: Round 5"x2" .................................. $4.95
NC28645: Contour 3"x5"x2" ............................... $4.95
NC28646: Rectangle 5"x2.5" .............................. $4.95
NC28647: Scrub ........................................... $5.95

Hair Dryer Stand
Portable 19" stand is a one-size-fits-all handheld dryers. The flat-U-shape base easily tucks away. Stand adjusts up or down. Base and holder are made with durable steel that will last for years. Includes a 10" bungee cord that secures dryer in place. Hair dryer not included.

APS223 ............................................. $24.95

In Bed Hair Wash System
Adapted shampoo aid makes washing hair in bed easier. Double-walled wash basin has an internal used-water gathering system. Durable plastic unit has contoured neck rest for comfort. Holds 2 gallons of water. Measures 23.75"W, 23.75"D, 6.3"H and weighs 6 lbs. Non-returnable hygiene item.

CMI276 ............................................... $161.95

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC RAZOR HOLDER
Designed to securely hold and attach most razors to a cushioned support with adjustable handle. Users with weak grip or poor fine motor skills will find this aid requires less strength to grip the razor while shaving. Adjustable vertical strap wraps around razor’s base to keep it from sliding down. Comfortable vinyl-covered steel handle with foam padded cushion.

CRP233 .................................................. $24.95

Inflatable Crescent Shampoo Basin
This easy to use shampoo aid is sized and shaped like a pillow. Designed to help provide hair care for users who are in bed. Made of soft, heat-sealed plastic, the basin can be inflated by mouth or with a small pump. Large 6" diameter, 46"L drain tube to completely empty used water after use. Non-returnable hygiene item.

CMI277 .................................................. $13.95
CareZips Adapted Pants
Three unique zippers let the front open completely to the knees. Allows easy and fast access to attend to incontinence brief changes, wound care, or colostomy bags. Made of durable twill weave, polyester/rayon blend with Spandex; machine wash and dry. 29” inseam. Specify size from chart below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>XS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>2X</th>
<th>3X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CCZ220: Gray ............................................. $49.95
CCZ230: Navy .............................................. $49.95
CCZ240: Plumberry ...................................... $49.95

Due to the nature and functionality of the garment, please consider ordering one size up for an optimal fit.

Grip Solutions Hand Grip
Durable universal cuff with adjustable strap is non-slip, but not sticky or tacky. Pocket: 1.5”W, 4.5”L; holds items up to 0.5” diameter. Strap: 1”W, 8”L.

AGS375 .............................................. $39.95

Freshair Magic Shampoo Comb
Amazing comb dispenses waterless shampoo to provide safe, gentle, and thorough cleaning for all types of hair. No rinsing required! Simply screw comb directly onto bottle and squeeze. Does not leak when tilted and holds 2 fluid ounces of floral-scented shampoo.

CFH200: Shampoo Comb ............................... $12.95
CFH200R: Shampoo Refills (package of 4) .......... $6.95
CFH20036: Shampoo Comb Case of 36 ............... $324.95

Freedom Shave No Rinse Shaving Foam
Allows users to shave anywhere, anytime…without water. Just apply the foam, lather, and immediately shave with straight razors or electric razors. Rub any excess directly into skin to leave skin soft and moisturized, without rinsing. Gentle dry shaving cream prevents razor burn and bumps, and can be used for all skin types. Capacity 100 ml.

CFH210 ............................................... $7.95

No-Rinse Peri Wash
Specifically formulated for incontinence and ostomy care; PH-balanced for gentle and easy cleaning. Ideal for camping, traveling, and the elderly or infirm. A safe perineal wash cleaning urine, emesis, and fecal matter. Ready to use; absolutely no rinsing required. Leaves skin clean, refreshed, and odor-free. No alcohol, no dryness, gentle on sensitive skin. 8-oz. spray bottle.

CNR700: 8 oz........................................ $3.95
CNR710: 1 gal....................................... $24.95

No-Rinse Shampoo Caps
Contains No-Rinse Shampoo and No-Rinse Hair Conditioner. Shampoo and condition hair with no water, no mess, no rinsing. One-piece cap transfers all massaging action directly to hair and scalp. Latex-free and alcohol-free. Ready to use; leaves hair fresh and clean and eliminates odors. Package can be heated in microwave prior to use for a warm shampoo.

CNR2001 ................................................ $4.95

No-Rinse Shampoo
Get completely clean hair without water. No-Rinse Shampoo is simple to use. Apply until hair is completely wet, massage to lather, and thoroughly towel dry. Then style in a normal manner. Eliminates odors and is pH balanced. Cleansing action leaves hair fresh, clean, and odor-free.

CNR200: 16 oz................................. $7.95
CNR400: 1 gal................................. $29.95

No-Rinse Bathing Wipes
Each package contains eight large premoistened cloths that clean and deodorize, leaving skin refreshed and odor-free with no water necessary. Place pack in microwave for 15-30 seconds for a warm bath. Just wash and air dry.

CNR300 .............................................. $3.95

No-Rinse Shaving Foam
Allows users to shave anywhere, anytime…without water. Just apply the foam, lather, and immediately shave with straight razors or electric razors. Rub any excess directly into skin to leave skin soft and moisturized, without rinsing. Gentle dry shaving cream prevents razor burn and bumps, and can be used for all skin types. Capacity 100 ml.

CFH210 ............................................... $7.95

Granny Jo Waffle Weave Bath Cape
Generously cut bath coverup features oversized arm openings and front hook-and-loop straps for closure. Eliminates struggling to wrap in a towel after bathing. 100% cotton waffle weave is soft, warm, absorbent, and longer length provides ample coverage. S/M fits sizes 8-12; measures 34”L, 44” across bottom. L/XL fits sizes 14-20; measures 34”L, 52” across bottom. Shrinks to size when first washed.

MGJ200 .............................................. $33.95
AutoDrop Eye Drop Guide
Simply clip to the top of the container after removing cap. Fits right over the eye with special lip to hold the lower lid down, preventing blinking. Unique pinhole directs eyesight upward and away from descending drops.
AMI208 ........................................ $5.95

Tuubezz G-Tube Storage Belt
Secures easily accessible g-tube while user sleeps, bathes, or visits restroom. Minimizes accidental pulling. Keeps insertion area clean and germ-free. Soft belt of 95% cotton, 5% spandex with Velcro® closure can machine wash, tumble dry.
CCS510XS: X-Small 20-25” ................................ $29.95
CCS510S: Small 26-32” ................................. $29.95
CCS510M: Medium 32-38” .............................. $29.95
CCS510L: Large 38-41” ................................. $29.95

Jewelry Hooker
Bracelet fastener, zipper pull, and button pull. Can be very helpful for people with arthritis, fibromyalgia, carpal tunnel, or any other hand or finger disability. It is also great for those who have trouble attaching small jewelry clasps. Extends 20”.
ALP1300 ............................................. $7.95

AutoDrop Eye Drop Guide
Simply clip to the top of the container after removing cap. Fits right over the eye with special lip to hold the lower lid down, preventing blinking. Unique pinhole directs eyesight upward and away from descending drops.
AMI208 ........................................ $5.95

Good Grips Button Hook
Cushioned, flexible ribbing on the handle adapts to any grip, making buttons easier. Handle length 4”. Total length is 6”. Diameter 1”.
NC28667 ........................................ $8.95

Combination Button Aid & Zipper Pull
People with limited use of hands and fingers will benefit from this double-duty dressing aid. The full, soft-grip rubber handle has a formed wire button aid on one end and a brass hook to pull zipper tabs at the other. 8.75” L.
AMI219 .......................................... $16.95

Bra Angel Dressing Aid
Telescopic action allows easy storage and discreetness. Soft rubber heart-shaped chin pad for extra hold and comfort. Gives ladies who have difficulty putting on a bra increased dressing independence. Can be used with most bra types and easily adjusts from 10-15”L. Latex-free.
ABK200 ............................................. $25.95

Juvo Dressing Aid Shoehorn
Long-handle dressing tool with hooks for pushing and pulling clothing at one end, and a shoehorn at the other end. Silicone textured head and grip, made of fiber-reinforced ABS plastic. Measures 25”L, 5”W.
AJV201 ........................................... $19.95

Evolution Nail Clippers
Contoured handle allows you to hold these adapted clippers in a comfortable position. Non-slip pads on top and bottom handles keep clippers from sliding out of hands. Stainless steel with sharp, vertical cutting blades that leave nail edges clean and smooth. Design provides maximum cutting force with minimum pressure, making handle easier to squeeze, even for people with painful or weak hands. Non-returnable hygiene product.
ADE220: Nail Clippers, 3.5”L x 1.25” at widest point .... $7.95
ADE230: Toenail Clippers, 4”L x 1.25” at widest point .... $8.95

Table Top Nail Clipper
Easy-to-use, hold-steady mounted nail clipper with large molded pad for excellent leverage. This spreads the pressure used, making them comfortable for people with arthritic hands who have difficulty holding nail clippers. Non-returnable hygiene product.
APE203 ............................................. $10.95

Long Reach Toenail Cutter
Designed to accommodate swollen fingers. Long-loop handle allows strength of whole hand to be used while wide contact area spreads pressure used to make the cut. Extended shank reduces bending or stretching. Angle of the blade provides ergonomic positioning of your wrist. 8.7” L and weighs 2 oz. Non-returnable hygiene product.
AMCPTC2 ........................................... $12.95

CLIP DIFFERENT PRO ADAPTED FINGERNAIL CLIPPER
Automatic fingernail clipper safely trims nails with the simple touch of a button. Surgical grade stainless steel device stays sharp for countless nail trims. Nail trimmings are captured in the handy, no-mess nail drawer.
CCD200A ........................................ $149.00

New

CLIP DIFFERENT PRO ADAPTED FINGERNAIL CLIPPER
Automatic fingernail clipper safely trims nails with the simple touch of a button. Surgical grade stainless steel device stays sharp for countless nail trims. Nail trimmings are captured in the handy, no-mess nail drawer.
CCD200A ........................................ $149.00
Wingspants Trouser Dressing Aid
Unique device holds pants or underwear open for donning. Adjustable-width frame accommodates a variety of pants styles, including those with special loops attached. Width adjusts by opening release and pulling outward. Securely position pants onto frame to hold them open, then lower handle to floor. Use sitting or standing.

CKE307S: Small (fits hip width 12.5"-15") .................. $35.95
CKE307L: Large (fits hips width 14.75"-17") ............... $38.95

Zubits Magnetic Shoe Closures
Magnets have openings on each side to use with existing laces, making it easier to put shoes on and take them off. When magnets are separated, shoe opens wide to insert foot, then magnets snap back together to secure laces. Specify black, white, or brown, and size 1, 2, or 3. Includes Zubits for one pair of shoes.

AZU201: Size 1 (1.5"L, 1"W, .25"H) .................... $19.99
AZU202: Size 2 (1.65"L, 1"W, .25"H) .................... $20.99
AZU203: Size 3 (1.8"L, 1"W, 0.3"H) .................... $22.99

Long Handle Shoehorn
This high-impact, plastic shoehorn has a curved hand grip and wrist strap for easier grasping. 18"L.

ASN232 ............................................ $4.95

Shoe Horn and Sock Remover
Easy to use plastic dressing aid is two tools in one. Rotating end has both shoe horn and curved sock removing tool. Long 28" handle can be used in a standing position. Disassembles for travel. Comfortable contoured handle.

MEU275 ............................................ $9.95

Adjustable Long Handle Shoehorn
Deluxe metal shoehorn extends from 19" to 28". Helps users who have difficulty bending to put their shoes on easily. Twist to lengthen and again to tighten.

AEM230 ............................................ $14.95

Deluxe Sock Aid
Flexible plastic sheet contours around your heel and keeps the sock open, assisting anyone who has difficulty bending.

ASN215 ............................................ $13.95

Easy On Easy Off Sock Aid Kit
No bending required for putting on or taking off socks. Unique cordless system is easy for one-handed users. Standard size has compact design for storing or travel. Wide version also available for users with larger body size or limited mobility in dressing.

AKE235B: Standard .................. $25.95
AKE236: Wide .................. $26.95

Funnel® Advanced Shoehorn
The advantages of breaking down the steps of shoe donning is recognized by the Occupational Therapist as a preferred method. The patented Funnel is inserted into the shoe first while the shoe is easily available in the lap. It clips against the inside of the shoe and stays with the shoe as it is set onto the floor. User just steps right in. Lanyard falls out of the way while shoe donning, but is available around the wrist for removal without bending down.

CIF290 ............................................ $12.95

Sock Horse Sock Aid
Rubber sock aid has ribbed thumb grips and contoured finger grips. Simply insert sock over rubber tabs, and pull sock over heel and up calf. Unlike with other sock aids, socks/stockings will not slip off, stretch out, or snag. Skin never touches the plastic. Long, easy-to-grip handle. 18"x4"x 6"; 0.3 lbs. Taupe. Made in USA.

MEU240 ............................................ $9.95

Bariatric Formed Sock Aid with Foam Handles
5"W, extra firm molded plastic sock aid helpful for pulling a sock onto the foot. 2 braided cord pull handles with soft foam handgrips and flat design that prevents the sock aid from rolling during sock application. Rubber self-adhesive pad provides non-slip resistance to the sock to prevent it from sliding.

CKE32027 ........................................... $10.95

Dressing Stick
Ideal for people with limited upper extremity movement or decreased hip flexion. Lightweight 5/8" diameter hardwood dowel has a vinyl coated push-pull hook on one end and a coated hook on the other. 26"L.

AMCDS1001 ........................................... $6.95
**Getting Ready**

**Butt Scrubber Multi-Purpose Hygiene Aid**

Allows users to clean personal areas using soap and water in the comfort of their bath by simply soaping up, swishing, and rinsing. Wrap the head with gauze, a sanitary wipe, or tissue to apply medication. The head is small enough to clean between toes and a long handle makes reaching easier. Especially beneficial for users with mobility issues like pregnant women, the elderly, or accident/surgery patients. Sock covers and replacement heads available.

*Non-returnable hygiene item.*

CRB200 .................................. $19.95

---

**The FreedomWand®**

Having a hard time reaching to: Wipe your bottom? Shave? Apply ointment or medicated creams? Wash in the shower? The FreedomWand® is your answer. Can be used at various lengths to increase reach by 14", 21", or with an additional extension, 25". Portable and comes with a discreet easy-to-clean cloth carry bag! Made of durable and easy-to-clean polypropylene. Head: 7.5"L; Extension: 6.5"L; Handle: 7"L. Weighs 5.9 oz. Adjustable handle strap attaches over the handle. Inserted tools not included. *Non-returnable hygiene item.*

ATS900 ............................................ $53.95
ATS900S: Handle Strap .................................... $9.95
ATS900E: Additional 6.5" Extension ...................... $13.95

**Juvo Self-Assist Toilet Aid**

Elegant, dignified long-handle wiping tool for people who have difficulty reaching. Soft curve for easy access from front or back, depending on condition. Has soft ergonomic handle and easy-squeeze trigger with two release positions. Measures 18.2"L. *Non-returnable hygiene item.*

AJV200W ........................................... $24.95

---

**EasyWipe Toileting Aid**

Lightweight, latex-free toileting aid grips tissue firmly and releases it cleanly. Rounded design works with tissue and wipes. Includes travel bag. *Non-returnable hygiene item.*

ABK210 ...................... $29.95

**Compact EasyWipe Toileting Aid**

Long-handled aid helps users with limited dexterity and reach to effectively dispose of tissue. Flexible head holds tissue or wipes. Compact, foldable design is discreet and ideal for travel. *Non-returnable hygiene item.*

ABK211............................................ $39.95
**New POCKET EASYWIPE TOILETING AID**
Folding toilet aid designed to fit in a pocket or handbag. Compact when folded, it extends to 15"L, and provides a longer reach than other bottom wipers. Soft touch handle gives easy, secure grip and hold. Used tissue drops easily into toilet by gently shaking the bottom wiping aid. Made of latex-free silicone. Includes discreet soft carry pouch.

ABK212............................ $39.95

**ESSENTIAL TOILET SAFETY RAILS**
Safety rails make using the toilet safer and easier for those who need support when standing or sitting. Height adjustable rails are constructed of sturdy anodized aluminum and feature a lightweight design that easily attaches using existing toilet seat screws. Armrests with textured plastic covers provide comfortable support. Weight capacity 250 lbs.

AEM240 ............................ $29.95

**ESSENTIAL STAND ALONE TOILET FRAME**
Freestanding toilet safety rail provides support for users when sitting or standing. Padded, non-slip rail handles. Base is 26.5" for added stability and bottom rails are 19"D to prevent tipping. Fits standard and elongated toilets. Height adjusts 24"–29". Sturdy anodized aluminum frame requires no tools and has 300-lb. weight capacity.

AEM241 ............................ $54.95

**Simplicity Transfer Bench**
Provides a functional and elegant solution for privacy and safety for tub transfer bench users. Two vertical slits allow curtain to fall down and remain fully inside tub. It’s hookless and installs in seconds! Made of 100% polyester plain weave fabric that resists soap scum build-up. Curtain measures 71 "W, 72"L; flap measures 10½"W. Machine wash and dry. Choose from white or beige.

CRT211............................ $29.95

**Big John Toilet Seat**
Fits on all standard toilets, round or elongated, to help make sitting down on and getting up from toilet easier. Comfortable, ergonomic design with contoured sitting surface. 2.5" rise is higher than standard toilet seats. 19"W from side to side. Opening measures 11¾" from front to back and 8¾" from side to side. The standard toilet seat comes with nylon hinges and the original seat comes with solid stainless steel hinges. ADA compliant. Standard Seat has 800 lb. capacity and comes in white only. Original Seat has 1200 lb. capacity, available in white or cream.

AJB268: Standard .......................... $59.95
AJB261: Original Heavy Duty ............... $97.95

**Padded Raised Toilet Seat Frame**

CEH74654. ..................... $151.95

**MaddaGuard Splash Guard**
Extra-large, easy-to-use deflector helps keep urine from missing toilet. Slides directly onto regular or elevated toilet seats and bidets. Guard extends upwards about 5", is about 4" wide and is easily installed and removed as needed. Non-returnable hygiene item.

CMI272............................ $10.95

**Long Toilet To Tub Sliding Transfer Bench**
Long transfer bench lets users sit down, then slide the seat into tub area from toilet. Sturdy molded plastic with a non-slip textured finish and aluminum frame. Weight capacity 350 lbs. Non-returnable hygiene item.

CEH77963: Long.......................... $370.00
Back Height from Floor: 35"-38.75".

CEH77983: XL, 58.5-59.25" .................. $374.00
Back Height from Floor: 35"-38.75".

CEH77993: XXL, 64.5-65.5" ..................... $378.00
Back Height from Floor: 35"-38.75".

**Simplicity Transfer Bench Shower Curtain**
Provides a functional and elegant solution for privacy and safety for tub transfer bench users. Two vertical slits allow curtain to fall down and remain fully inside tub. It’s hookless and installs in seconds! Made of 100% polyester plain weave fabric that resists soap scum build-up. Curtain measures 71 "W, 72"L; flap measures 10½"W. Machine wash and dry. Choose from white or beige.

CRT211............................ $29.95
**Invisia**

Invisia products have professional grade stainless steel construction with superior quality fittings. Each supports up to 500 lbs. when installed with appropriate fasteners to a structural wall. Due to variances in needs, materials, and local construction methods, information concerning mounting location, fasteners, and wall fabrication is provided as suggestion only. Consult a qualified local contractor for best advice. Polished chrome shown. Other finishes available for additional cost are brushed stainless, oil rubbed bronze, and matte black.

**Mangar Archimedes Bath Lift**

Easy to install bath lift is designed to sit further back in tub, allowing user to have greater leg room and a more comfortable bathing experience. Secures to the bottom of tub using four strong suction cups. User fills tub with water, then uses up and down buttons on waterproof hand control to raise and lower to within 3” of the tub base. Anti-pinch flaps eliminate risk of skin being trapped between seat and flap during transfers. Inflates using battery powered compressor, included. Weight capacity 364 lbs. Non-returnable hygiene item.

CMH430 ........................................... $499.95

**No Drill Peened & Polished Grab Bars**

Deluxe peened grab bars are easily and securely applied to tile, stone, glass, metal, wood, and plastics, without drilling. Heavy-duty 18-gauge stainless steel, ADA approved for fall prevention and balance assistance. Mounting adapter gives durable seal to secure bars to smooth, non-porous surface. Can be placed at any angle. 1.5” diameter.

Note: adhesive will not bond to plastered, wallpapered, veneered, or painted surfaces.

CIP20012: 12”....................................... $69.95
CIP20018: 18”....................................... $74.95
CIP20024: 24”....................................... $79.95
CIP20030: 30”....................................... $84.95
CIP20036: 36”....................................... $89.95
CIP20042: 42”....................................... $94.95

**Sunzyme Stain & Odor Control**

Natural blend of five different enzyme-producing bacterial strains that are safe and effective for eliminating organic stains and odors. Breaks down organic matter including fats, grease, proteins, urine, cellulose, carbohydrates, starches, and uric salts. Dilute with water or use at full strength for tougher jobs on water-safe surfaces such as carpet, wood, concrete, and many fabrics. Safe to use around people and pets.

CSZ232: 32 oz. Bottle ................................. $19.95
CSZ234: 32 oz. Bottle Case of 12 ....................... $199.95

**Sunzyme Odor Neutralizer Spray**

A natural, unscented, botanical extract used to eliminate unpleasant odors from the atmosphere (air). Simply spray/mist wherever unpleasant odors are present. Water based, biodegradable, non-flammable, non-toxic.

CSZ218: 8 oz. Spray Bottle .............................. $9.95
CSZ212: 8 oz. Spray Bottle Case of 12 ................. $95.95
Easi-Grip Garden Tools

Ergonomic-angled handle keeps the hand and wrist in a natural position, taking the strain and discomfort out of gardening. The stainless steel metal section helps prevent soil adhesion. The soft-feel, non-slip grip prevents the tools from turning in the hand, giving a firmer grip even in wet conditions.

AMC300T: Trowel ..................................... $14.95
AMC300C: Cultivator .................................. $14.95
AMC300F: Fork....................................... $14.95
AMC300W: Weeder ................................... $14.95
AMC300S: Set of 3 (Fork, Trowel, and Cultivator) ............ $44.95
AMC304S: Set of 4 (Fork, Trowel, Weeder, and Cultivator) ...... $52.95

Easi-Grip Long-Reach Garden Tools

Allows gardeners who work in a seated position to reach ground level without bending over. Ergonomically angeled handle keeps hand and wrist in a natural and comfortable position, while the length of the tool eliminates strain on back and shoulders.

“Soft-feel” non-slip grip handle gives comfort and control, even when wet. Due to the working position and increased weight of the long-reach tools, we recommend using the Arm Support Cuff with them. Arm Support Cuff is sold separately.

AMC300LRT: Trowel ................................... $44.95
AMC300LRC: Cultivator ................................ $44.95
AMC300LRH: Hoe .................................... $44.95
AMC300LRF: Fork..................................... $44.95
AMC300LRS: Set of 4 ................................. $169.95
(Long Cultivator, Long Fork, Long Trowel, and Long Hoe)

Easi-Grip Add On Handles

Convert conventional style tools with hard to control handles to ergonomic grip handles that are easy to use and to control. Simply slip the handle of the tool into the two stainless steel clamps which can be finger tightened with the plastic wing nuts.

AMC301 (package of 2) .................................. $23.95

Easi-Grip Arm Support Cuff

Designed to assist gardeners who suffer from weak hands and wrists, but love to work outside. Easily plugs into the back of any Easi-Grip tool. Cuff allows forearm and upper arm strength to be used to move the tool, decreasing strain on wrist and fingers.

AMC302 ............................................ $9.95

Juvo Reacher Grabber Tool

Contoured, rubberized grip lets user engage all fingers. Easy-squeeze actuator pulls post to engage the jaws without squeezing, to retrieve objects up to 3.5" in diameter and weighing up to 5 lbs. Jaws rotate 360° to help make retrieve objects without stretching, bending, or stooping. For indoor/outdoor use.

AJV3222: 20"L ........................................ $20.95
AJV3223: 30"L ........................................ $22.95

FeatherLite Reachers

Sturdy, plastic jaw provides gripping power to lift heavier objects. Ergonomic, easy-to-squeeze trigger. Magnetic tip picks up small metal objects. Use reacher as a hook to pull clothing or blankets out of reach. Ideal for people who have difficulty bending. Durable, lightweight frame; maximum jaw opening: 2¾”; maximum jaw capacity: 3 lbs.

NC28521: Standard 26", weighs 6.2 oz..................... $10.95
NC28522: Long 32", weighs 7.2 oz. ....................... $12.95

Talon Grip Reacher

Heavy-duty reaching aid has 3 claws that provide a secure grip to help users pick up items. PVC shaft with ABS plastic handle and jaws. Maximum jaw opening is 5.5”; overall 32”L. Weight capacity 22 lbs.

AKE35030 ........................................... $14.95
Grip Solutions Mini Grip
Universal opening device helps users to easily take off lids on bottles, jars, and prescription containers. Easy-to-use gripping aid is made of non-sticky, non-slip textured friction material, and has a hand strap attached. Dishwasher safe with mild detergent.
AGS340 ........................ $9.95

Quad Hand Clip Universal Holder
Flexible hand clip easily adjusts to make it easier for users to hold a variety of items without gripping. Epoxy-coated metal hand clip with Velcro® strap bends to fit comfortably on either right or left hand.
AKE337 ........................ $19.95

Quad Hand Clip Typing Aid
Hand clip attached to a soft plastic key depressor fits around left or right palm, and can be bent to securely fit user’s hand. Extension provides additional finger support. Soft tip will not damage keys.
AKE355 ........................ $25.95

Quad Hand Clip Page Turner
Lightweight, easy to use device does not require gripping for turning pages. Aluminum clip fits comfortably around either the right or left hand. Long curved light aluminum bar has a rubber tip at the end to easily flip pages.
AKE356 ........................ $21.95

NUMUV Grip Aid
Soft ergonomic grip fits comfortably in hand to provide an increased gripping surface for use with utensils, toothbrushes, pens, pencils, and more. This unique gripping aid was created for people who have poor hand strength or limited gripping power. Of dishwasher-safe medical grade silicone with a grid pattern that allows it to conform to the user’s hand. 2.5”L, 1.75” diameter.
ANP100 ........................ $10.95
HANDITHINGS
MARBLE MAZE
FINGER MAT
Fun to use tool designed to facilitate finger movement and fine motor skills. The fabric has a stitched maze with a securely enclosed steel ball that the user maneuvers through the maze. Facilitates finger isolation and pincer grasp, utilizes visual tracking, helps develop bilateral manipulation skills, and finger strengthening. Stretch blue Tricot fabric has enclosed 3/8" steel ball that cannot be removed. Maze 2 has a more challenging intricate maze design. Each model measures 8.5"W x 14"L.

CHT3101: Maze 1 ........................... $19.95
CHT3102: Maze 2 ........................... $19.95

Hands-Free Card Holders
Free-standing design for tabletops or comfortable fit for the hand. Easily secure up to 12 cards.

ADM8258 (package of 2) ................. $7.95

Low Vision Playing Cards Poker Size
Great for anyone who has trouble seeing numbers/suits on normal deck of cards. High-quality plastic coated cards measure 3½"H, 2½"W; icons are 1½"H, 1"W.

AMI3018 ................................. $5.95

Reading Focus Cards Combo Pack
Designed to improve focus and attention as well as comprehension and retention when reading physical or digital media, online or offline. The cards isolate 1 or 2 lines of physical text and block out more surrounding text than other reading aids. Includes colored filters that can also help decrease visual stress sometimes caused by white page backgrounds.

CBI300 ................................. $18.95

HandiThings Arm Weight
Tubular weighted stretch sleeve slides over hand to evenly distribute weight along the full length of the forearm. Allows maximum flexibility and mobility for users with tremoring during fine motor tasks. Provides proprioceptive input, increases sensory feedback, enhances kinesthetic awareness, and can be used for strengthening exercises. Choose from 5 sizes, determined by the circumference of the fullest part of the forearm. All sizes weigh 1 lb. or less. Includes one arm weight and fits left or right forearm. Made of Lycra with lead-free steel shot and contains latex. Hand wash and air dry.

CHT302XS: X-Small fits 5"–6.5" .............................. $19.95
CHT302S: Small fits 6.5"–8" ............................... $21.95
CHT302M: Medium fits 8"–9.5" ....................... $22.95
CHT302L: Large fits 9.5"–11.5" ..................... $24.95
CHT302XL: Extra-Large fits 11.5"–14" ............. $26.95

HandiThings Leg Weight
Like the Arm Weight above, but designed to allow for maximum flexibility and mobility of the lower leg. Has easy to secure touch straps that keep the weight in place during activities. Choose from 3 sizes, determined by measuring the length of the lower leg from 2" above the ankle to the crease of the knee. All sizes weigh 1 lb. or less. Includes one leg weight and fits left or right lower leg.

CHT303S: Small 7"L .......................... $36.95
CHT303M: Medium 9"L ..................... $38.95
CHT303L: Large 11"L ....................... $39.95

HandiThings Hand Weight
Weighted glove fits comfortably on back of hand. Open palm and loop fingers allow the user’s fingers and wrist to move freely. Durable Lycra pouch is double-stitched for strength, and held in place by elastic thumb and finger loops and Velcro® wrist strap. Filled with lead-free steel shot. Hand wash and air dry. Includes one hand weight; fits left or right hand.

CHT301XS: Extra-Small, 2-1/4", weighs 1/4 lb. ........... $19.95
CHT301S: Small, 2-1/2", weighs 3/8 lb. ................ $21.95
CHT301M: Medium, 2-3/4", weighs 1/2 lb. ............ $22.95
CHT301L: Large, 3-1/2", weighs 1/2 lb .................. $24.95
CHT301XL: Extra-Large, 4", weighs 1/2 lb ............. $26.95
**Crayon Clay Custom Crayons**
Soft clay can be shaped into easy-to-hold crayons for users who have difficulty gripping standard crayon. Once shaped, the clay dries in 24 hours into fully functional crayons. Includes 5 non-toxic clay colors of blue, white, red, yellow, green.

*CTP365* ........................................ $8.95

**Kwik Stix Thin Paint Sticks**
Solid tempera paint sticks dry in 90 seconds without mess – no cups, smocks, water or brushes are needed. Coverage will not crack and dries to look and feel like paint. The 12 classic colors can be overlapped, masked and mixed to create any color imaginable. Includes black, brown, purple, blue, green, pink, orange, yellow, white and more.

*CTP368* ........................................ $11.95

**Stander Lever Extension Handle**
Provides easy adjustment for reclining chairs, adding 6" with its padded design. Four-bolt attachment ensures secure fit; made of heavy-duty steel.

*AST420* ....................................... $19.95

**Handy Hook Door Opener**
Long-reach assistive device helps wheelchair users turn door knobs, deadbolts, and door locks from a distance clear of the door’s swing path. Measures 23.5"L overall; handle is 18"L, 0.75"W, with 5" cushioned grip. Non-slip hook is 4.5"L, 2.25"W. Device weighs just 7 oz. Aluminum handle, foam rubber cushion grip.

*ACC300* ....................................... $24.95

**Easi Grip Scissors**
Lightweight and easy to use, needing only a very gentle squeezing action between fingers and thumb or fingers and palm of hand. Automatically reopen once pressure is released. Ideal for people with decreased hand strength. Blade guard supplied for safe storage. Stainless steel 3"L blades; 9"L overall.

*AMI307L* ........................................ $12.95

**Assorted Color Handle Foam**

*AMI320A: Assorted* ....................... $14.95
*AMI320T: Tan* ................................. $14.95
*AMI320B: Blue* ............................... $14.95
*AMI320R: Red* ............................... $14.95

**Joy for All Companion Pet Cats**
Beautiful, soft cats respond to petting, hugging, and motion. VibraPurr sounds and feels like real purring. Pet the cat's left cheek and it nuzzles your hand; pet its back and it purrs happily. Continue petting and it rolls over for a belly rub. If it’s not touched for a few minutes, it goes to sleep. To wake it up, simply pet its back. Includes four 1.5V C alkaline batteries. Weighs 3.9 lbs. Choose tabby, silver, black, or creamy white.

*CHI300* ....................................... $99.99

**Joy for All Companion Pet Golden Puppy**
Reacts to touch with puppy-like movements and authentic BarkBack™ technology sounds. Features realistic coat and simulated heartbeat. Designed to provide interactive companionship and engagement like that of an actual pet. Uses four 1.5V C alkaline batteries, included. Measures 15"L, 9"H, 10"W, and weighs 3.9 lbs. Includes care guide.

*CHI310* ....................................... $119.99
### Grip Solutions Writing Grip
Made from textured non-slip material with a pocket for holding a pen, pencil, stylus, or paintbrush. Elastic strap secures the grip to the user’s finger. Measures 3”L, 1.25”W. Proprietary, abrasion-resistance/non-slip thermoplastic coating.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGS380</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Pencil Weight Writing Grip
Rectangular pouch with sewn-in weighted segments and a touch close fastener is designed to be used alone or in conjunction with writing instrument grips. Made of tricot fabric, filled with 1/4 pound of lead-free steel shot. Secures with hook-and-loop strip.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHT300</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ergo Sof PenAgain
Ergonomically designed to adapt to the contour of the hand, thus alleviating stresses normally observed with a standard pen. The natural weight of the writer’s hand provides sufficient pressure to apply ink to the paper. Perfect for patients with limited grasp.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APW300: Ergo Sof PenAgain</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APW300R: Black Ink Refills (package of 2)</td>
<td>$1.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The Classic Ring Pen
Balanced ergonomic pen is designed to reduce the stress and pain of writing. Barrel has center opening that allows one finger to fit through the ring, providing a natural resting place for the writing finger. Does not require a tight grip. Black ink with additional refills available separately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMI310</td>
<td>$10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMI310R: Refill (package of 2)</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ring Pen Ultra Writing Aid
Ergonomic concept for writing without gripping. Contoured grip fits pen, pencil, paintbrush, cutlery, toothbrush, and more. User’s index finger slips through opening in center. Only available for right-hand users at this time. 4”L, 1.5”W.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMI315S: Small Yellow</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMI315M: Medium Blue</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMI315L: Large Black</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CANDO PEDIATRIC HAND WRITING WEIGHTS
Adapted writing glove with added weight helps increase hand and wrist stability. Secures with a strap that wraps across palm and wrist providing a secure fit. Choose size and left or right hand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFE3480: 0.25 Left</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFE3481: 0.25 Right</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFE3482: 0.50 Left</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFE3483: 0.50 Right</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BipGrip Pen Grip
Makes any standard pen, pencil, or crayon easy to hold by reducing required gripping power. Works for left- and right-handed users of all ages to simplify writing and drawing for even the weakest grip. Latex-free red plastic, 4.5”L x 1” diameter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPS300</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Evo Pens Package of 2
Designed for pain-free writing. Received Commendation from the Arthritis Foundation and is recommended by hand and occupational therapists. Can be used in closed position as a rounded stylus for PDA or keyboard use. Ink refills available. Blue pen with blue ink.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AEP11002 (package of 2)</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CONTOUR LITE PEN
Gently rounded, contoured lightweight pen rests comfortably at the base of the thumb, helping to prevent point pressure and strain on the index finger. Requires almost no pressure for writing. Pen has a clip top and uses medium point black ink Parker Rollerball refill ink cartridges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANC320</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### On the Move

#### Stander EZ Fold-n-Go Walker
Contemporary, easy-fold rolling walker weighs just 7 lbs.; four times smaller than average front-wheeled walker when folded. Supports up to 400 lbs., accommodates users from 4’10” to 6’8” tall. 6” wheels can swivel or be locked; rear easy-glide feet let user easily maneuver walker. Has 2-pocket organizer pouch. Choose black walnut, cobalt blue, regal rose.

- **MST430** .......................................... $145.95

#### Penco Walker Guides
Fits front-wheeled walkers with 1”-1 1/8” tubing diameter. Patented, self-fitting mechanism for easy installation. Made of durable, high-density resin for use on all walking surfaces. Moves easily over thresholds and slight elevation changes without lifting walker. Made in USA. Choose white or gray.

- **ADM1031** ...................... $14.95

#### Penco Walkerballs
These high-quality felt or plush covered hollow rubber balls are pre-cut, simple to install, and ready to use. Unique alternative to rubber tips and glides for walkers. Fits most walker legs, regardless of tube diameter. Includes one pair. Recommended for indoor use.

- **MPM401: Grey** ......................... $7.95
- **MPM402: Patriotic** .................. $7.95
- **MPM405: Red** ....................... $7.95
- **MPM407: Blue** ...................... $7.95
- **MPM409: Purple** .................. $7.95

#### UStep 2 Walking Stabilizer
Extra-wide wheel base rollators with adjustable forearm platforms provide increased support and stability for users with neurological conditions who have upper body weakness. U-shaped base provides stability, maneuverability, and control. Innovative braking system gives user complete control. Unique frame helps prevent falls and increase walking independence. Weight capacity 375 lbs.

- **CIS402: Standard Model** ................ $549.95
- **CIS403: Platform Model** .............. $739.95
- **CIS404: Press Down Model** ......... $569.95

Attaches are also available for the UStep 2 Walking Stabilizers shown above.

- **CIS405: UStep 2 Tray and Basket Accessory** ......................... $59.95
- **CIS402L: UStep 2 Laser Light** ......................... $229.95

#### Essential Walker Tray with Cup Holders
Convenient carrying tray easily attaches to most standard walkers, allowing users to easily carry food and drinks. Made of durable easy-to-clean plastic. Sides are raised to prevent items from falling off tray. Tray is 21" W, 16" L, 1" H and fits standard folding walkers with hand grip width between 15.75" to 19.75". Has two cup holder cut-outs, 2.75" in diameter, and 8" apart.

- **AEM417** ........................................... $22.95

#### Penco Walker Guides
Fits front-wheeled walkers with 1”-1 1/8” tubing diameter. Patented, self-fitting mechanism for easy installation. Made of durable, high-density resin for use on all walking surfaces. Moves easily over thresholds and slight elevation changes without lifting walker. Made in USA. Choose white or gray.

- **ADM1031** ...................... $14.95

#### TO2TE Oxygen Tank Holders for Walkers
Easily attaches E-size oxygen tank to most wheeled walkers without tools. Lets user maneuver an oxygen tank and rolling walker at the same time. Lightweight, machine-washable polyester includes a pocket for an oxygen wrench. Sturdy Velcro® attachment straps. Walker, cylinder, and valve wrench are not included.

- **MCS1100E: E-size Tank** .................. $30.95
- **MCS1100D: D-size Tank** .................. $30.95
- **MCS1100M: M6-size Tank** .................. $30.95
**NEW**

**FREEDOM DRINK HOLDER WITH LONG ARM CLAMP**
Durable lever-action clamp securely attaches to round pipes, rods or railings on wheelchairs, walkers and hospital bed rails. 0.5" to 1.25" diameter. Flexible 20"L gooseneck arm is made of steel with black powdercoat finish. Supports 2 lbs. fully extended. High-strength composite plastic cup holder holds drinkware ranging from 2" to 3.5" diameter. Steel wing nut mount allows dual adjustment for horizontal and vertical positioning.

CFP535 .......................... $59.95

**Ergocap Winter All Terrain Crutch Tip**
Universal four-foot replacement tip provides stability and balance at any angle. Anti-slip design promotes ideal heel-toe gait. Embedded spikes give increased safety in challenging weather conditions and easily retract for indoor use. Like snow tires for your cane or crutches! Fits round tubing up to 0.75" diameter.

MER414 ............................................ $39.95

**Five Cleat Ice Pick For Canes**
Plated steel attachment has five points to keep cane or crutch from slipping on snowy, slushy, or icy surfaces. Clamps onto canes from 5/8" to 1" diameter with screws provided. Simply squeeze the two plastic knobs together to swing point into place and lock into position for use. When not needed, flip point up in retracted position to expose rubber cane tip for normal use. Screwdriver required for installation.

AMI400 ........................................ $9.95

**The Ingrid Cane or Crutch Tip with Retractable Spike**
Provides firm grip on snow, ice, and most outdoor surfaces. Easily retracts for summer or indoor use. Made of high-quality polyurethane with stainless steel spike that will not rust. The tip has a patented elastic neck that adjusts to the dimension of cane or crutch shaft.

ASG4831: Small fits 1/2 to 11/16" ........................................ $9.95
ASG4832: Medium fits 5/8" to 7/8" ........................................ $9.95
ASG4833: Large fits 13/16" to 1 1/16" ........................................ $9.95

**Unbreakable Cup Holders**
These cup holders are available in three different mounting styles to fit a range of mobility devices. Accommodate drink containers ranging from 1" circumference to 32-oz. sports drink bottles. Durable polyester material won’t break like regular plastic cup holders. All mounting options secure with Velcro® straps and feature reflective safety tape. Easily collapsible and will not get in the way.

A. CDC1326: Vertical Mount .............................. $25.95
B. CDC1327: Horizontal Mount .............................. $25.95
C. CDC1328: Front Mount .............................. $25.95

**Crutch Holder for Wheelchairs or Scooters**
Features hook-and-loop strap to secure crutches. Durable water resistant fabric. Choose wheelchair or scooter crutch holder.

CDCB6313: Scooter Crutch Holder .......................... $32.95
CDCB6213: Wheelchair Crutch Holder .......................... $32.95

**Hermell Sherpa Armrest Covers**
Attach with hook-and-loop tape over wheelchair armrests for additional comfort, protection, and cushioning. Machine-washable shearing is 80% acrylic, 20% polyester. 10"L, 12"W.

CHP403 ........................................ $15.95

**Hermell Sherpa Walker Hand Grips**
Imitation sheepskin covers fit over walker hand grips for additional comfort, protection, and cushioning. Attach to walker with hook-and-loop tape on each side. Grips measure 7"L, 6"W and are machine washable.

CHP402 ........................................ $12.95
**DIESTCO WHEELCHAIR WEATHER CHAPS**

Fit snugly around lower body, instead of draping over it. Slip feet into bottom pocket, then pull over legs and lap for waterproof protection. Removable fleece lining provides extra warmth. One pair.

- CDCV3122: Pediatric ................... $48.95
- CDCV3322: Adult...................... $49.95
- CDCV3522: Extra Wide ................. $55.95

**WHEELCHAIR HANDLE 8” EXTENDERS**

Adds 8” to height of standard style wheelchair push handles or stroller handles. Easily attaches to most mobility devices and quickly adjusts to user’s height. Includes one pair of extenders with clamps. Aluminum construction with black rubber grips.

- MTT400 ........................................... $59.95

**DIESTCO MANUAL WHEELCHAIR COVER**

Protects a folding manual wheelchair from weather and dust. Slips on with quick-release buckle and Velcro® side access. Front-sewn elastic band wraps tightly around footrests and rear cinch drawstring secures cover around wheels. Includes carrying pouch and 4 grommet tie-down points for highway travel. 38”L x 9”W x 44”H.

- MDV1200 ........................ $74.95

**GRANNY JO WHEELCHAIR BLANKET**

Soft lap blanket with warm 100% polyester fleece lining has front pockets and straps to secure blanket to wheelchair. Made from aluminum with push bar covered by durable overmolded ABS plastic. No tools required to install. Supports 250 lbs.

- MGJ02: Heavyweight ................. $34.95
- MGJ05: Lightweight ................ $19.95

**EASY WHEELCHAIR PUSH BAR**

This stabilizing bar attaches to the push handles on back of a wheelchair to make pushing easier. Adds 4” to push handle height, which eliminates bending over to push a wheelchair. Bar expands from 15.5” to 24” to fit most wheelchairs and can be pushed with just one hand. Made from aluminum with push bar covered by durable overmolded ABS plastic. No tools required to install. Supports 250 lbs.

- CTC423: Original Model............... $69.95
- CTC424: Security Model ............. $69.95

**NEW**

**DIESTCO FOLDING SAFETY FLAG**

Increase your visibility while enjoying your independence. The flag can be easily mounted to all scooters, manual wheelchairs, and power chairs. Measures 51” extended, 26” folded.

- CDCF1100 ........................ $24.95

**CLEAR BARIATRIC WHEELCHAIR TRAY**

Durable work tray easily attaches to wheelchairs up to 28”W with standard full-length armrests. Strong 1/4” thick break-resistant transparent plastic with aluminum rim around the edge that prevents items sliding off. Tray has 10”D abdominal cutout that is 19”W.

- CTC49136 ........................................... $189.95

**DIESTCO WHEELCHAIR BLANKET**

Soft lap blanket with warm 100% polyester fleece lining has front pockets and straps to secure blanket to wheelchair. Made from aluminum with push bar covered by durable overmolded ABS plastic. No tools required to install. Supports 250 lbs.

- MGJ02: Heavyweight ................. $34.95
- MGJ05: Lightweight ................ $19.95

**GRANNY JO WHEELCHAIR, WALKER OR SCOOTER BAG**

Attaches easily using adjustable straps and clip fasteners. 100% cotton-duck bag has Velcro® closure, outside pocket with zippered compartment for cell phone, and interior slots for credit cards/ID. 16”x9”, can be attached on inside or outside of wheelchair arm or hung on back of chair. Scooter users can adjust straps to fit width of arm on their machine. Choose navy or black.

- MGJ0701 ........................................... $12.95

**DIESCO WHEELCHAIR WEATHER CHAPS**

Fit snugly around lower body, instead of draping over it. Slip feet into bottom pocket, then pull over legs and lap for waterproof protection. Removable fleece lining provides extra warmth. One pair.

- CDCV3122: Pediatric ................... $48.95
- CDCV3322: Adult...................... $49.95
- CDCV3522: Extra Wide ................. $55.95

**GRANNY JO WHEELCHAIR, WALKER OR SCOOTER BLANKET**

Soft lap blanket with warm 100% polyester fleece lining has front pockets and straps to secure blanket to wheelchair. Made from aluminum with push bar covered by durable overmolded ABS plastic. No tools required to install. Supports 250 lbs.

- MGJ02: Heavyweight ................. $34.95
- MGJ05: Lightweight ................ $19.95

**DIESTCO WHEELCHAIR TRAY**

Durable work tray easily attaches to wheelchairs up to 28”W with standard full-length armrests. Strong 1/4” thick break-resistant transparent plastic with aluminum rim around the edge that prevents items sliding off. Tray has 10”D abdominal cutout that is 19”W.

- CTC49136 ........................................... $189.95

**DIESTCO WHEELCHAIR WINTER PONCHO**

Full lining of super soft and warm poly shearling. Oversized hood and zippered front closure make this poncho easy to slip on and off for people with limited mobility. Front 73”L, back 27”L from neck to hem. Choose navy, black, or green.

- CCA461 ........................................... $59.95

**DIESTCO WHEELCHAIR HANDLE 8” EXTENDERS**

Adds 8” to height of standard style wheelchair push handles or stroller handles. Easily attaches to most mobility devices and quickly adjusts to user’s height. Includes one pair of extenders with clamps. Aluminum construction with black rubber grips.

- MTT400 ........................................... $59.95

**DIESTCO FOLDING SAFETY FLAG**

Increase your visibility while enjoying your independence. The flag can be easily mounted to all scooters, manual wheelchairs, and power chairs. Measures 51” extended, 26” folded.

- CDCF1100 ........................ $24.95

**DIESTCO WHEELCHAIR TRAY**

Durable work tray easily attaches to wheelchairs up to 28”W with standard full-length armrests. Strong 1/4” thick break-resistant transparent plastic with aluminum rim around the edge that prevents items sliding off. Tray has 10”D abdominal cutout that is 19”W.

- CTC49136 ........................................... $189.95

**DIESTCO MANUFACTURED WHEELCHAIR COVER**

Protects a folding manual wheelchair from weather and dust. Slips on with quick-release buckle and Velcro® side access. Front-sewn elastic band wraps tightly around footrests and rear cinch drawstring secures cover around wheels. Includes carrying pouch and 4 grommet tie-down points for highway travel. 38”L x 9”W x 44”H.

- MDV1200 ........................ $74.95
DIESTCO SCOOTER D SIZE OXYGEN TANK HOLDER
Durable carrier for D size and smaller oxygen tanks. Bag attaches securely to scooter seat back with durable nylon straps. Fits seat backs from 7" – 21"W, ranging from travel scooters to high-back powerchairs. High quality water-resistant fabric plus 300 yards of reflective safety tape.
CDCB6221 ......................................... $45.95

DIESTCO WHEELCHAIR D SIZE OXYGEN TANK HOLDER
Provides a safe, inexpensive way of carrying D size and smaller oxygen tanks on back of a wheelchair. Adjustable straps loop over push handles to securely hold bag in place. Has small pocket and safety reflective tape that can be seen from 300 yards away. High quality water-resistant fabric.
CDCB6321 ......................................... $45.95

DIESTCO MINI MONSTER SEATBACK BAG
Durable seat back bag has a zippered top with large single compartment for easily carrying lots of items. Mesh pockets on both sides and front allow quick access to items frequently used. High quality water-resistant fabric with durable nylon webbing straps. Bag measures 12"W, 8"H, 12"D. Mounting system fits seat backs from 7" – 21"W.
CDCB1116 ......................................... $48.95

NEW
DIESTCO THRESHOLD NOSING RAMPS
Durable, solid rubber ramps make home doorway thresholds with differing heights easier for users to transition for wheelchairs, scooters, canes, walkers. Smooth, safe surface are easy to install and can be easily modified to fit around molding and tight spaces. All sizes are 36"L. Small is 3/4"H, 3"W. Medium is 1.25"H, 3.125"W; Large is 1.75"H, 4.75"W.

MDV420S: Small ..................... $65.95
MDV420M: Medium .................. $89.95
MDV420L: Large .................... $108.95

NEW
DIESTCO EZ EDGE PORTABLE RAMPS
Extremely durable rubber ramps are easy to install, modify, and use. Sloped sides give smooth transition from any angle for users to easily enter doorways and entryways. All ramps have a 1:12 slope ratio at any height, and are designed to meet specific ADA requirements for safety. Small: 0.875"H, 6"W, 42"L, weighs 7.5 lbs. Medium: 1.25"H, 12"W, 42"L, weighs 14 lbs. Large: 2.1875"H, 24"W, 60"L, weighs 52 lbs.

MDR1100: Small .................... $105.95
MDR1101: Medium ................. $145.95
MDR1102: Large .................... $299.95

HandsBuddy Wheelchair Brake Grips
Large rubber replacement wheel lock handles easily slide over existing metal levers and fit hand comfortably. Includes one pair: 6.5"L, 1.5" diameter. Choose red, gray, or blue.
MHG401 ........................................... $39.95

Dietesco Armrest Pocket Bag
Fits on scooter armrests and manual wheelchair armrests without interfering with rear wheelchair wheels. Works well for keys, cell phones, wallets, etc. Mounts on inside or outside of most armrests, using a unique "soft to the skin" mounting system. Measures 11"W x 5"L x 3"D.
CDCB2113 ......................................... $22.95

Dietesco Deluxe Saddle Armrest Bag
Large convenient storage area with zippered interior pocket and added outside pockets. Fits both wheelchair and scooter armrests using unique "soft to the skin" mounting system, either inside or outside of armrest. 10"W x 8"L x 3"D.
CDCB2121 ......................................... $34.95
**REVO 360 SLIM DAILY LIVING WHEELCHAIR**
This 21.5"W, ultra-mobile wheelchair is designed for easy mobility in limited home spaces. Height adjustable, padded 3"H seat cushion has waterfall front edge to help reduce stress on knees and improve leg circulation. Ventilated back and contoured lumbar support provide added comfort. Extra large 20" rear wheels and 5" front casters move easily over carpet and thresholds. Weight capacity 300 lbs. See available accessories below.

**MTT419** ........................................ $599.99
**HAND RINGS**
**MTT419H** ........................................ $49.99
**PUSH HANDLES**
**MTT419P** ........................................ $49.99
**FOOT PLATES**
**MTT419F** ........................................ $79.99

**Dietsco Joystick Cover**
Slips over power wheelchair joystick to protect it from moisture. Plastic see-through top. Adjustable buckle lets you tighten closely to the armrest and joystick, or leave it loose enough to slide your hand into the cover so that it stays warm and dry, too. High-quality durable nylon with urethane coating. 13"L, 5½"W, 4"D.

CDCV2100 ........................................ $49.95

**Dietsco Power Scooter Tiller Cover**
Plastic see-through cover slips over top of tiller to protect it from moisture. Openings let you slide hands into cover so controls can be operated even with cover on.

High-quality, durable nylon with urethane coating. Item measures 16"x9"x15".

**CDCV2200** ........................................ $36.95

**ETAC MOLIFT RAISER**
**ETAC MOLIFT RAISER TRANSFER AID**
Safe and easy to use manual lift helps user to feel safe throughout the entire transfer. This sit to stand transfer aid is stable and can turn within its own radius, which makes it easy to maneuver. Unique five-point star handle allows many grip positions and leg support easily adjusts with one hand. Wheel locks provide safe braking. No tools needed.

**MET420** ........................................ $799.95

**ETAC MOLIFT RAISER STRAP WITH SLIDING SLEEVE**
Additional safety strap with sliding function for use with the Raiser, shown in use above. Easily hooks onto the handle to provide additional support. Small/Medium size measures 47"L. Large/Extra Large size measures 6'L.

**MET4201** ........................................ $89.95

**Drop Support Harness**
Unique upper body support belt wraps around waist, chest and torso, with an attached central vertical handle on back to help support those at high risk for falls when walking. Added support from straps over shoulders and chest. Heavyweight polypropylene webbing.

**Child Support Harness**
Fits children ages 3 to 8 years old with chest sizes 21"–26.5", waist 21.5"–24.5", torso 9"–12", 3' to 4' tall.

**MDS400: Weight limit 100 lbs** ........................................ $89.95

**Boys & Girls Drop Support Harness**
Small size fits chest 24"–35", waist 25"–29". Large fits chest 24"–35", waist 29"–36". Both sizes fit height 4' to 5'.

**MDS401: Weight limit 250 lbs** ........................................ $119.95

**Adult Drop Support Harness**
Small fits chest 28.5"–43", waist 29"–36”. Large fits chest 35.5"–57.5", waist 37.5"–53". Both fit height 5' and up.

**MDS402: Weight limit 250 lbs** ........................................ $119.95
### Economy Gait and Transfer Belts

Gait belt provides assistance for individuals when walking, standing, or sitting. 2”-wide 100% cotton striped belt features a metal buckle with teeth for secure closing and easy adjusting. Machine washable.

**SMALL & PEDIATRIC SIZES:**
- CKE80311: 32” ......................... $8.95
- CKE80312: 36” ......................... $8.95
- CKE80313: 40” ......................... $9.95
- CKE80314: 44” ......................... $9.95

**AVERAGE & LARGE ADULT SIZES:**
- CKE80315: 48” ........................................ $9.95
- CKE80316: 54” ........................................ $9.95
- CKE80317: 60” ........................................ $10.95
- CKE80318: 72” ........................................ $10.95

### EASI-CARE SOFT GAIT BELT

Gait and transfer belt prevents chaffing and bruising caused by hard, stiff belts. PVC-coated webbing has leather emboss with a soft, pliable feel. Buckle is RF welded and sealed to the webbing to minimize contamination. Wipe clean with mild disinfectant. Measures 60" L, 2" W with weight capacity of 400 lbs.

**CKE487:** Black ....................... $19.95

### EASI-CARE HI-VIS SOFT GAIT BELT

Like CKE487, but bright, high visibility yellow to easily identify clients who have high fall-risk.

**CKE482:** Yellow ...................... $19.95

### Ultraslick Transfer Board

The composite outer layer produces a constant slick surface that requires no waxing and never needs refinishing. The plastic surface over layers of select hardwood increase strength so the board is thin (7/16") and very lightweight, 8” wide. A lacquered finish on the back allows for easy placement of board, while reducing board movement during transfers. Weight limit 250 lbs. Also available with 2 hand holes.

**CME218:** 18“ ........................................ $62.95
**CME224:** 24“ ........................................ $63.95
**CME227:** 27“ ........................................ $64.95
**CME230:** 30“ ........................................ $65.95

### ETAC Turner Pro Transfer Aid

Easy-to-use patient turner facilitates moving users between seating positions to reduce strain on caregiver. Low 0.5” H footplate with non-slip surface provides additional safety. Assembly required, with tools included. Item weighs 16.5 lbs. and supports 440 lbs. Maximum user weight. **Non-returnable hygiene item.**

**MET400** ........................................... $449.95

### HealthCraft SuperPole

Provides support and balance assistance to transition from sitting to standing. Floor to ceiling pole installs without drilling or screws, and is held by a jackscrew expansion that creates enough tension to hold pole securely in place without structural reinforcements. Rubber pads on top and bottom plates prevent marring ceiling or floor. Comfortable foam hand grip. CHP430 measures 93”–99”; CHP430 Ultra measures 121”–140”. Maximum weight capacity 300 lbs.

**CHP430** ........................................... $198.95
**CHP430U:** Ultra ............................... $347.00

### HealthCraft SuperPole with Angled Ceiling Plate

Like the floor to ceiling grab bars above, but for ceilings that are angled. Maximum weight capacity 300 lbs.

**CHP439** ........................................... $314.95

### HealthCraft Smart-Rail™

Unlike fixed bed rails, Smart-Rail unlocks and swings open to provide exceptional support when standing or sitting. In locked position, it helps with in-bed positioning and is height-adjustable to accommodate most mattress thicknesses. Quickly installs by sliding low-profile frame between box spring and mattress, securing with safety strap.

**C4P410** ........................................... $132.95
**Stander Security Pole and Grab Bar**
Floor to ceiling tension-mounted support pole helps make transfers and standing easier. Attached pivoting Curve Grab Bar provides 4 hand grips at 4 different heights that allows the user to pull to a standing position. Easily installs without screws, bolts, or damage to walls or surfaces. Rubber pads protect ceiling and floor. Height adjusts from 7’ to 10’H. Weight capacity 300 lbs. Choose Metallic Black or Iceberg White.
AST1100W: Iceberg White .... $209.95
AST1100B: Metallic Black..... $209.95

**Stander Signature Life Sure Stand Pole**
Tension mounted support pole with two adjustable hand grips makes transfers easier in a variety of home settings. Works with flat or slanted ceilings up to 7–10’H, with an available extension piece for ceilings 10–12’H. Rust-resistant aluminum with durable anodized finish in dark bronze or metallic gray. Requires no tools for assembly or installation. Supports up to 300 lbs.
AST7620: Fits ceilings 7-10’H. ............. $280.00
AST7625: Extends for ceilings up to 12’H .... $84.95

**Stander Bed Cane Transfer Handle**
Wide-handle bed rail allows using both hands to sit up on side of bed. Helps maintain balance while rising to stand. Comfortable, cushion grip is reversible to install on either side of bed. 19”W, 23”L wooden base fits between mattress and box springs. Safety strap loops around bed frame on opposite side of bed and secure transfer handle to bed frame. Fits up to king-sized beds; also works on hospital and adjustable beds. Has a 350-lb. weight capacity. Includes organizer pouch.
AST413 ........................................ $99.95

**Stander Bed Caddie**
Enables those with decreased strength to pull themselves up to a sitting position in bed, using the 3-tiered ladder system with cushioned grip handles. Durable nylon with ergonomic buckle for easy attachment to most metal and wood framed beds.
AST417 ............................... $22.95

**Stander EZ Stand-n-Go**
Standing frame with dual handles that assist users in standing easily and comfortably from recliner, couch, or chair. Frame adjusts in height, width, and depth to fit a wide range of couches and chairs. Powder-coated steel frame supports up to 300 lbs.
MST420 .................. $119.95

**Stander Bariatric EZ Stand-N-Go**
Like MST420, but supports users weighing up to 400 lbs.
MST420HD .................. $135.95

**SuperPole System with SuperBar**
Floor-to-ceiling grab bar with a 16” horizontal center extension designed for overweight users, and ideal for small spaces. Maximum weight capacity 300 lbs. for standard; 450 lbs. for heavy duty.
CHP431: Standard ........................................ $272.95
CHP434: Heavy Duty .......................... $446.95

**Signature Life Sleep Safe Home Bed Rail**
Gives stability for standing, and increases bed safety and mobility independence. Half-size rail extends from 26” to 34” to 42”L for fall protection at night. Pivots 180° down and out of the way when not in use. Includes safety strap and organizer pouch. Fits twin, full, queen, California king, and king mattresses from 12”–18”H. Easily installs with 5 bolts and included tool. Weight capacity 300 lbs.
AST7600 .............................. $170.00

**Stander Bed Cane Transfer Handle**
Wide-handle bed rail allows using both hands to sit up on side of bed. Helps maintain balance while rising to stand. Comfortable, cushion grip is reversible to install on either side of bed. 19”W, 23”L wooden base fits between mattress and box springs. Safety strap loops around bed frame on opposite side of bed and secure transfer handle to bed frame. Fits up to king-sized beds; also works on hospital and adjustable beds. Has a 350-lb. weight capacity. Includes organizer pouch.
AST413 ........................................ $99.95

**Stander Bed Caddie**
Enables those with decreased strength to pull themselves up to a sitting position in bed, using the 3-tiered ladder system with cushioned grip handles. Durable nylon with ergonomic buckle for easy attachment to most metal and wood framed beds.
AST417 ............................... $22.95

**Stander EZ Stand-n-Go**
Standing frame with dual handles that assist users in standing easily and comfortably from recliner, couch, or chair. Frame adjusts in height, width, and depth to fit a wide range of couches and chairs. Powder-coated steel frame supports up to 300 lbs.
MST420 .................. $119.95

**Stander Bariatric EZ Stand-N-Go**
Like MST420, but supports users weighing up to 400 lbs.
MST420HD .................. $135.95

**SuperPole System with SuperBar**
Floor-to-ceiling grab bar with a 16” horizontal center extension designed for overweight users, and ideal for small spaces. Maximum weight capacity 300 lbs. for standard; 450 lbs. for heavy duty.
CHP431: Standard ........................................ $272.95
CHP434: Heavy Duty .......................... $446.95
Little Boost Platform
Platform is ideal for those who suffer from weak knees, bad backs, stroke, or arthritis. Safe, sturdy chair riser requires no assembly and has no moving parts. Security lips around top and corner rubber pads help prevent chair from moving/sliding. Fits most recliners/chairs up to chair base of 27"x27". Weight capacity 400 lbs. Overall 29"x29"x3.5".

$169.95

Smart Caregiver Wireless Alarms
Preprogrammed package systems offer affordable, effective cord-free wireless monitoring with a range of up to 300'. Ideal for home or small facility, letting caregiver place monitor in another room so no alarm goes off in resident's room. Sets include wireless monitor, pad, and 3 C batteries.

$189.95

Unbuckle Me Car Seat Buckle Release Aid
Lightweight, easy to use tool has been tested across a range of car seats and push-button buckle shapes. It was not designed to work on buttons that do not require a single-button push from the front (like slide action buckles). Do not attach to any part of the car seat. Made from lightweight plastic and top handle is covered with a softer, "grippy" material to provide greater comfort and stability. Measures 3.5"L, 1.25"W, 1.75"H. When not in use, keep out of reach of children.

$14.99

Stander Car Caddie
Quality nylon construction loops around your car window frame and adjusts for varying heights of vehicle windows. Just pull on the comfortable cushion grip when you need assistance.

$15.95

Easy Reach Seat Belt Handle
This flexible, one-piece, lightweight device provides an easier way to reach your seat belt by helping to avoid twisting and turning. Measures 9.5"L and easily snaps onto the safety belt. Glows in the dark to make it easy to see at night.

$8.95

Wireless Alarm & Bed Pad
Bed pad is 10"W, 30"L and made of soft vinyl that is easy to wipe clean and incontinence resistant. Place sensor pad under fitted sheet on top of mattress around shoulder level. When resident removes their body weight from the pad, the monitor alerts caregiver.

$119.95

Wireless Alarm & Chair Pad
Like bed pad above, but placed in a chair under user. Pad measures 10"W, 15"L.

$119.95

Freedom Staff Hand Controls for Disabled Drivers
Easy-install portable hand controls include steering knob and push/pull lever handles for accelerating or braking. Helps those who cannot use their legs to control brake and gas pedals to drive an automatic transmission vehicle that has not been custom modified. Includes adjustable strap and carry bag.

$269.95

Wireless Alarm & Floor Pad
Like pads above, but can be placed by bedside or in a doorway. When pressure is applied to the patented mat, a signal is sent to the monitor to alert the caregiver. Heavy-duty, industrial weight floor mat has beveled edges and a non-slip grip. Measures 24"W, 36"L.

$189.95

Smart Caregiver Wireless Alarms
Preprogrammed package systems offer affordable, effective cord-free wireless monitoring with a range of up to 300'. Ideal for home or small facility, letting caregiver place monitor in another room so no alarm goes off in resident's room. Sets include wireless monitor, pad, and 3 C batteries.

$189.95

Freedom Gas Cap Wrench
Place easy to use wrench over gas cap and turn. Decreases joint stress for arthritis sufferers. Helps protect from harmful gas fumes and splash back. Latex-free. Measures 5"H, 3" diameter. Inside openings are 5/8"W and 5/8"D.

$32.95

Stander Original Handy Bar
Stainless steel with non-slip hand grip fits in car door latch. Provides secure assistance in getting in and out of a car. Easy to store and carry. Weighs 13 oz., measures 9¼"L. Easy to use. Includes seat belt cutter and side window breaker. Weight limit 350 lbs.

$32.95

Stander Swivel Seat
Allows you to swing your legs out, without putting strain on your body. Useful for people with back/leg problems, other physical challenges, expectant mothers, or people recovering from surgery or injuries. 18" diameter.

$29.95
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TriDerma MD®
AP4® Genuine Virgin Organic Aloe Complex naturally contains over 200 healing properties. Formulas contain NO cortisone, NO parabens, steroids, or other damaging drugs; most are fragrance free. Fast healing botanical formulas heal skin problems effectively and safely.

TriDerma MD® Everyday Bruise Relief
Fast healing for those who bruise easily, have thin skin, or heal slowly. Extra-rich cream containing Aloe and Arnica helps heal bruising, swelling, redness, and pain caused by medications, everyday minor skin trauma, or surgical procedures.

TriDerma MD® Intense Fast Healing Cream

TriDerma Radiation Skin Relief Cream
Helps soothe and heal skin damaged from radiation or chemotherapy. Specialized formula helps relieve redness, soreness, and skin discoloration. Non-sticky, non-greasy, easy-to-use. It is recommended that patients start using cream a week prior to start of treatment, then daily or after each treatment, as directed by doctor. Contains NO color, fragrance, or parabens. 4 oz.

TriDerma Diabetic Ulcer Defense Healing Cream
Clinically proven skin protectants, vitamins, minerals, and other healing ingredients are formulated to provide special care needed to protect and help heal diabetic skin. Concentrated to give an extra boost of healing power to those that heal slowly. Apply generously 1 to 3 times daily.

TriDerma Pain Relief Cream
Provides fast relief for foot, heel and nerve pain, minor skin irritations, cuts, scrapes, arthritis, back ache, sore muscles and joints, and sprains. Also helps relieve itching, burning and pain from shingles. Safe for diabetics.

TriDerma Vein Defense Healing Cream
Created to diminish the appearance of varicose veins, spider veins, broken capillaries, and red blotches. Contains rich healing botanicals and specific ingredients that are recommended for healthy veins. Offers a natural alternative to expensive laser procedures. Apply twice daily on clean skin to targeted areas on face or body. Safe for all skin types.

TriDerma Dry Skin Defense Healing Cream
Delivers intense moisture to help heal severely dry skin caused by diabetic conditions. Protects and maintains healthy skin.

TriDerma Scar Block
Powerful gel provides a clear protective coating to help break down existing scar tissue, minimize new scarring, and promote faster healing of cuts, scrapes, burns, incisions, and bug bites. Medically approved formula combines Silicone gel and AP4 Genuine Virgin Organic Aloe. 1 oz.

TriDerma Scar Block
Roll On Bottle
Soothing topical analgesic is easy to apply with roll-on bottle for temporary relief of minor aches and pains in muscles and joints. Fast-acting, soothing all-natural ingredients in a water-based, clear menthol gel minimize grease and residue. 3-oz size.

NEW
**IMAK Active Gloves**
Stretchable soft cotton gloves have an anti-slip design on fingers and palm for excellent grip. They also provide mild compression to help increase circulation and relieve hand pain. Open fingertips allow freedom to feel, touch, and grip. 92% cotton, 8% spandex, latex-free fabric breathes and is comfortable both day and night. Hand wash cold and air dry. Small up to 31/8”; Medium up to 3½”; Large up to 4”; X-Large up to 4½”. Measure across knuckles to determine size. One pair. Specify size.  
ABM516 ............................................ $23.99

**IMAK Arthritis Gloves**
Designed to help relieve hand aches, pains, and stiffness, these gloves provide mild compression for warmth and increased circulation. Soft cotton Lycra gloves earned the Arthritis Foundation’s Ease of Use Commendation. 95% cotton, 5% spandex, latex-free. Hand wash in cold water and air dry. X-Small size fits up to 2¾”; Small up to 3¼”; Medium up to 3½”; Large up to 4”; X-Large up to 4½”. Measure across knuckles to determine size. One pair of gloves. Specify size.  
ABM517 ............................................ $18.99

**IMAK Arthritis Socks**
Socks provide mild compression to help control swelling for arthritic feet. Comfortable to wear all day and night. Soft, breathable cotton fabric helps warm up cold feet, while keeping them dry. Added webbing between the toes helps prevent stiffness. One pair of socks; specify size from chart.  
ABM516 ............................................ $23.99

**LimbKeepers**
Non-compression protection sleeves provide cushioned comfort without added bulk. Fits left or right. No seams for added comfort. Stays in place without adhesive or fasteners. Should not be worn over open wounds. Moisture wicking blend of Lycra spandex, nylon, and elastic; machine wash, tumble dry. Includes one pair; one size fits most. Choose khaki, black, white, or navy.

**Arm Sleeves**  
CLK500 .................. $17.95

**Leg Sleeves**  
CLK510 .................. $17.95

---

**3PP OVAL 8 FINGER SPLINTS**
**GRADUATED SET OF 3**
Sets include 3 consecutive sized splints that help stabilize finger joints to improve hand function. Versatile 3-point pressure design allows each finger splint to treat many conditions: Trigger Finger/Thumb, Mallet Finger, Swan Neck, Hypermobility (EDS), reduce lateral deviation, and stabilize crooked or broken fingers. High-temperature neutral color polypropylene is comfortable for all-day and all-night wear. Measure by size guide: set 1 sizes 2, 3, 4; set 2 sizes 4, 5, 6; set 3 sizes 6, 7, 8; set 4 sizes 8, 9, 10; set 5 sizes 10, 11, 12; set 6 sizes 13, 14, 15.  
APP108G .................. $22.99

**Knee Rest Pillow**
Soft foam designed to promote proper alignment, reduce pressure, or elevate extremities. Can be placed under knees, arms, feet, or behind back. Machine-washable cotton cover, 24” x 18” x 8”.  
CHP505 .................. $41.95

**Turn Wedge Body Positioner**
Lightweight bed positioning wedge helps users easily position a client at desired angle (from 0° to 60°) for optimum comfort and pressure relief. Made of very firm, high-density fire-retardant polyurethane foam. Standard version: 18”L, 7”H, 10.5”W; supports up to 350 lbs. Bariatric version: 18”L, 9”H, 13”W; supports up to 600 lbs.  
CCM500 .................. $40.95  
CCM500B .................. $69.95

---
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For Your Comfort

**Push Care**

All products shown are machine washable on gentle cycle at low temperature. Made of sympress microfiber, with hook-and-loop fasteners to individually adjust for pressure and comfort. Specify size from choices shown and indicate if for left or right hand or foot.

**Push Med Elbow Brace Epi**

Designed to alleviate pain associated with epicondylitis, tennis elbow or golfer's elbow, this durable brace features a skin compatible viscoelastic polymer pad that delivers localized pressure to extensor or flexor tendons. One adjustable size fits elbow circumferences from 7.75" to 13.75".

AHL527 ........................................ $44.99

**Push Sports Thumb Brace**

Unique strapping system provides secure positioning and movement restriction of middle thumb (MCP) joint, while allowing full movement of other thumb and wrist joints. Contoured padded shell protects thumb from impact. Low profile fits easily under a glove. Brace can be applied with one hand. Measure around the middle of hand, beneath knuckles. Size 1 fits 6.25" to 7.5"; size 2 fits 7.5" to 8.875"; size 3 fits 8.875" to 10.25".

AHL541 ........................................ $39.99

**Push Sports Ankle Brace Kicx**

Lightweight, ultra-thin, strong brace provides adjustable compression for maximum comfort. Low profile design can be worn inside shoes. Midfoot material optimizes foot function for sports. Small fits women's shoe sizes 6.5–9.5; men's shoe sizes 5–8; ankle circumference 11–12.6". Medium fits women's shoe sizes 9.5–13; men's shoe sizes 7–12; ankle circumference 12.6–13.8". Large fits women's shoe sizes 12+; men's shoe sizes 10–15; ankle circumference 13.8–15.4". Specify left or right foot.

AHL542 ........................................ $69.99

**Push MetaGrip Thumb CMC Brace**

Brace can be custom fit for maximum CMC (basal) joint stabilization by squeezing embedded metal insert to snugly fit thumb and allow unrestricted movement of the hand or wrist. Specify size and if for left or right hand. To determine size needed, measure circumference of hand below knuckles.

AHL531 .............................. $79.99

**Push Med Wrist Brace**

Immobilizes wrist through a series of anatomically shaped metal stays along the top and bottom of the hand. Provides more support with less bulk and greater comfort.

AHL521 ............... $62.99

**Push Med Ankle Brace Aequi Flex**

Provides firm, comfortable support for ankle instability by conforming to the ankle. Unique flexible foam shell compresses while adapting to individual's anatomy.

AHL522 .......................... $114.99

**Push Ortho Ankle Foot Orthosis AFO**

Lightweight, low profile brace provides effective support for foot drop, allowing for a natural gait to make walking safe and efficient again. Composite frame laterally stabilizes ankle joint, secured with non-elastic support straps. Machine wash on gentle cycle at low temperature, but do not dry in dryer.

AHL523 .............................. $299.95
POLAR ICE WRAPS
All Polar Ice wraps shown are easy to apply soft fleece wraps with encapsulated ice packs that combine the benefits of cryotherapy with compression for soft tissue trauma. The cooling feeling lasts about 30 minutes to provide relief from bruises, sprains or inflammation after an injury. Ideal for post-surgery, during rehabilitation, and following physical activity. Hook-and-loop straps help securely hold wrap in place. Hand wash and air dry fabric wrap without ice inserts.

SHOULDER/HIP WRAP
Measures 20"W x 19.5"L and weighs 1 lb. Includes 3 removable 8.5"x10" ice packs.
ABM533 ............. $50.95

POLAR ICE FOOT/ANKLE WRAP
Measures 16"W x 8.75"L and weighs 1 lb.
ABM535 ............. $33.95

POLAR ICE BACK WRAP
Center measures 14.5"W x 9"L with 4"W x 6.5" Spandex/Velcro straps on both sides. Weighs 1 lb.
ABM538 ............. $52.95

POLAR ICE KNEE WRAP
Choose from Standard 15.75"W, or Large 26.75"W. Weighs 1 lb.
ABM530S: Standard . . $22.95
ABM530L: Large . . . $26.95

NEW

MediBeads® Moist Heat Therapy Wraps
MediBeads Moist Heat Wraps are microwave-activated, ready for use in just a minute and are applied directly to site of pain for immediate relief. Wraps continue to deliver therapeutic heat for up to 30 minutes, which is medically recommended treatment time within a three- to four-hour period. Washable, odor-free, won't dry out or support bacteria growth. Natural hydration eliminates the need for sponges, cloths, or towels. Hand wash, air dry 24 hours.

MediBeads® Moist Heat Hand Wrap
Pull-on sleeve surrounds hand or small joints. 5"x7".
ABH34515 ........................................ $16.95

MediBeads® Moist Heat Neck Wrap
Drapes around the neck and between the shoulders 8"x22" plus ties.
ABH34325 ........................................ $26.95

MediBeads® Moist Heat Therapy Wrap
Pull-on sleeve covers larger joints 6"x28".
ABH34345 ........................................ $24.95

MediBeads® Standard Pad
Natural hydration eliminates the need for sponges, cloths or towels. Measures 9"x12". Hand wash, air dry 24 hours.
ABH34115 ........................................ $23.95

MediBeads® Joint Wrap
Pull-on sleeve surrounds larger joints 6" x 28".
ABH34535 ........................................ $21.95
**For Fitness**

**All-Pro Adjustable Upper Arm Weights**
Adjustable weights engineered to comfortably fit around the bicep or upper arm for toning, strengthening, and rehabilitation exercises. The 3-lb. pair of weights can be adjusted to weigh up to 1.5 pounds per arm, in 0.25 pound increments.

AAP277P ............................................ $26.95

**All-Pro Adjustable Thigh Weights**
Pair of cuff weights designed for strengthening the hips, thighs, hamstrings, and quadriceps. Fully adjustable and padded for comfort. This 6-lb. pair of weights can be adjusted to weigh up to 3 lbs. per thigh in 0.5 lb. increments.

AAP267P .......................... $35.95

**All-Pro Adjustable Power Legs Weights**
Adjustable weights feature two large straps that keep them in place securely during training activities. Two weight cuffs, 20 individual 1/2-lb. solid bar weights that adjust to fit lower leg.

AAP700P ............................................ $54.95

**CanDo Theraputty Exercise Putty Set of 6**
Six color-coded progressive resistive 2-oz. putty containers ranging from extra, extra-soft to extra-firm. Squeeze, stretch, twist, pinch, or pull to develop hand muscle strength, range of motion, and increase endurance. Gluten, casein, and latex-free; non-toxic, non-oily, bleed proof, leaves no residue. Doctor/therapist supervision recommended regarding repetitions and intensity.

AFE148  ............................................ $18.95

**CanDo Digi-Flex Hand & Finger Exerciser**
Designed to develop hand and isolated finger flexion strength through resisted spring action. Instructions provided for 6 different gripping exercises using upper and lower springs. Specify resistance level: X-Light, Light, Medium, Heavy, X-Heavy. Measures 3.5"L, 2.75"H, 0.75"W, weighs less than 1 lb.

AFE074 ............................................. $18.95

---

**All-Pro Adjustable Weights**
Contoured, padded adjustable weight bands have individual solid iron bar weights that can be added or removed to increase resistance for therapeutic exercise. Patented design with Velcro® closure secures weights to allow full range of motion—flexion, extension, radial deviation. Cushioned flap keeps weights secure, providing safety and friction-free comfort.

**ANKLE WEIGHTS:**
AAP300S: 2.5-lb. Ankle Weight ............................ $13.95
Ten 1/4-lb. weights.

AAP300P: 2.5-lb. Pair Ankle Weights .......................... $26.95
Two ankle weight cuffs with twenty 1/4-lb. weights.

AAP400S: 5-lb. Ankle Weight .......................... $24.95
Ten 1/2-lb. weights.

AAP400P: 5-lb. Pair Ankle Weights .......................... $39.95
Two ankle weight cuffs with twenty 1/2-lb. weights.

AAP500S: 10-lb. Ankle Weight .......................... $39.95
Twenty 1/2-lb. weights.

AAP200S: 20-lb. Ankle Weight .......................... $69.95
Twenty 1-lb. weights.

**WRIST WEIGHTS:**
AAP600S: 2-lb. Wrist Weight .......................... $11.95
Ten 1/5-lb. weights.

AAP700S: 4-lb. Wrist Weight .......................... $16.95
Twenty 1/5-lb. weights.

**All-Pro Adjustable Pediatric Wrist Weight**
Like the adult styles above, but designed especially for kids with sensory processing disorder or autism. Single wrist cuff weight with 12 weighted bar inserts, each insert weighs 2.7 ounces.

AAP800S ............................................ $13.95

**All-Pro Adjustable Pediatric Ankle Weight**
Single ankle cuff weight with 12 weighted bar inserts, each bar insert weighs 2.7 ounces.

AAP900S ............................................ $13.95

---

**ACTIVEABLE.com**
enabling people to be active

---
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### Active Hands Looped Exercise Aids
Adapted exercise grips help those with limited hand function to use exercise equipment. Adjustable, padded cuffs with stiff loops easily slide on and off exercise handles. Built from tough webbing and comfortable but durable neoprene. One pair, machine washable. Standard size fits 5.3”–7.5” wrist circumference. Large size fits 7.1”–8.7” wrist circumference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAH503</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Active Hands D Ring Exercise Aids
Same as above, but D ring hooks directly to carabiner on cable pulleys and other attachments. Choose standard or large.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAH505</td>
<td>$69.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Active Hands General Purpose Gripping Aid
Strap wraps over hand and attaches to glove’s wrist. When tightened, it gently pulls hand into a fist shape to grip. Made of black machine-washable neoprene with webbing straps. Includes one gripping aid for right or left hand. To size, measure both narrowest part of wrist and from wrist crease to tip of middle finger.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size and Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small Right</td>
<td>$84.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Right</td>
<td>$84.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GRADED FINGER PINCH EXERCISERS SET
Effective system for rehabilitation exercises to increase finger strength and coordination. Set includes exercise box with 3 different sized horizontal cross rods, 1 vertical rod, and 50 color-coded pinch exercisers for progressive resistance. Horizontal rods measures 3/8", 3/10" and 1/10" in diameter for challenging finger, wrist and forearm exercises. Vertical rod is in 3 pieces to customize height. Overall 16"W, 11"H, 14"L, weighs 6 lbs. For AFE184 set of 10 color-coded replacement pins, choose extra light 1 lb.; light 2 lbs.; medium lbs.; heavy 6 lbs.; or extra heavy 8 lbs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFE184S</td>
<td>$139.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFE184</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ESSENTIAL STAR HAND EXERCISER
Unique design allows the middle to rest in the palm while the user works their fingers with each of the points. Durable squeeze star is made of skin safe latex-free composite with a texture ideal for gripping. Choose firmness of Soft Pink or Medium Blue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AEM520</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Finger Weight Sets
Small, weighted belts sized to fit on individual fingers for exercises, allowing each finger to be targeted or the entire hand at once. Slip-on belts are one size fits all and have slots to hold up to three 10 gram weights, for an adjustable weight of up to 30 grams. Excellent for progressive weight training to improve performance, prevent injury, and rehabilitate. Set of 5 includes 5 weight belts, 15 ten-gram inserts, and carrying bag. Set of 10 includes 10 weight belts, 30 ten-gram inserts, and carrying bag. Choose multi-colored or white.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFE105</td>
<td>$69.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFE110</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Gripeeze Fingerless Sports Glove
Open fingertip glove with Velcro® strap has soft leather palm and Lycra finger sections for flexibility. Determine size by measuring around knuckles. Machine washable. Specify small 7-8", medium 9”, large 10”, XL 11”, or XXL 12”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAGA305</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAGA306</td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Gripeeze Fingerless Mitten
Wrist to knuckle strapping system locks the hand in a grip position. Increases grip and relieves pressure from the hand. Open design is easy to put on and take off. Specify size: S,M,L,XL,2XL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGA307</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGA308</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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**Blue-Ranger Shoulder Pulley**
Durable high-quality, affordable nylon shoulder pulley. Self-locking molded plastic handles with comfortable grip let user easily adjust length of bright blue nylon 7’ cord. Pulley is 1.75” diameter; handles are 4” L, 1.25” H, 1” W. Nylon roller pulley provides quiet, smooth motion. Includes an exercise guide. Available with a webbing door strap or metal bracket that easily attaches the pulley to a standard door.

ATD120S: With Door Strap ................. $10.95  
ATD120B: With Door Bracket ............. $10.95

**CanDo Assembled Pedal Exerciser**
Preassembled, easy-to-use bicycle-type exerciser lets user perform both upper and lower body exercises while seated. Portable, with a variety of settings from very easy to noticeably difficult. 11" W, 22" L, 17" H, chrome-plated steel frame weighs 5.5 lbs.

AFE180 ........................................... $165.95

**Range-Master Shoulder Wand**
Collapsible stretching bar can be used for performing therapeutic exercises to increase range of motion in the shoulder. Ergonomic handle assists in maintaining proper hand position. Lightweight, folding wand can be easily stored or transported.

ATD160 ............................................ $17.95

**CanDo Fold Up Pedal Exerciser**
Pre-assembled, just add tension knob. Use on floor for foot pedaling, or on tabletop for hand pedaling. Easily folds. 11” W, 22” L, 17” H, chrome-plated steel frame weighs 5.5 lbs.

AFE171F ............................................. $43.95

**CanDo Economy Wobble Board**
Round plastic board with small dome on bottom provides a small point of ground contact so board moves in any direction. 14”-diameter disc with raised circles on surface is slip-resistant. Lightweight molded plastic, weighs 5 lbs.

AFE445 ............................................ $13.95

**CanDo Magneciser Pedal Exerciser**
This ideal alternative to a traditional stationary bike provides smooth, quiet bi-directional operation and variable resistance for both upper and lower body exercises. Tension easily adjusts by simply turning knob. Adjustable base for increased stability and easy storage. Uses two 1.5V AA batteries, included. 18” H, 10” W, 16” D, 22 lbs.

AFE180 ........................................... $165.95

**CanDo Economy Wobble Board**
Round plastic board with small dome on bottom provides a small point of ground contact so board moves in any direction. 14”-diameter disc with raised circles on surface is slip-resistant. Lightweight molded plastic, weighs 5 lbs.

AFE180 ........................................... $165.95

**Range-Master Stretch-Strap**
Portable aid, ideal for stretching triceps, arms, shoulders, outer thighs, hips, hamstrings, quad, calves, and the lower back region. Economical, effective solution to rehabilitation and exercise needs. Restores and improves range of motion.

ATD500 ............................................. $9.95

**Knee Glide Range of Motion Tool**
Low-impact rehabilitation tool allows the foot or hand to easily glide back and forth, effectively increasing range of motion of a knee or shoulder. Exercise instructions included.

AOP540 ............................................. $71.95
Stamina Backtrac
Back Massager
Lower and upper back massager helps alleviate muscle tension, improve spinal joint mobility, relieve tender trigger points, and gently stretch the spine. 28”L, 17.25”W, 3.5”H.
ASP340 ........................................... $99.95

Stamina Oval
Fitness Trampoline
Wide, oval shaped rebounding surface provides more stability than standard trampolines. Users will find this fitness rebounder allows for more varied workouts, and takes up less space than other large exercise machines. Weight limit 250 lbs.
ASP351 ........................................... $69.95

Stamina Inline Back Stretch Bench
Non-invasive traction tool, similar to inversion therapy, gently stretches and decompresses spine. Durable steel frame with soft foam padded vinyl arm and ankle supports. Portable and requires assembly. ASP341C features head support strap that gently holds head and neck in place during stretching for effective decompression to reduce pain without hanging upside down. ASP341P features an upholstered padded bench and a padded neck support pillow for added support and cervical traction. Weight limit 250 lbs.
ASP341: Standard Model ................................ $149.95
ASP341C: Cervical Traction Model ...................... $179.00
ASP341P: Pro Model ................................... $169.00

STAMINA
AEROBIC STEP
Platform step with non-slip surface is ideal for balance, cardiovascular and strength training exercises. Use flat or at an incline. Measures 27”L, 14”W, adjusts 4” or 6” high. Weight capacity 250 lbs. Includes workout guide and DVD.
ASP240 ........................................... $59.95

NEW

OPTP
PERFORMANCE
WEDGES
Pair of durable supportive foam wedges designed to provide comfortable alignment, posture, and joint support during movements and exercise routines. Each wedge measures 8.5”L, 5”W, 2.25”H and weighs 1.7 oz. Sweat resistant and easy to clean. Includes exercise manual.
AOP558 ........................................... $37.95

OPTP Stretch Out Strap
with 2nd Edition Booklet
Patented long strap with multiple loops that allow user to effectively stretch major muscle groups with greater safety and control. Includes 40-page exercise booklet with color photos and illustrations for more than 30 stretches.
AOP402: Regular ........................................ $15.95
AOP403: Extra-Long ..................................... $16.95

OPTP Slant Boards
Lightweight but sturdy incline boards constructed of special weight-bearing latex-free foam. Pair of wedges are ideal for stretching, strengthening, and positioning; helpful for prevention and rehabilitation of common lower-leg and foot problems. 11.75”L, 11.75”W, 3.75”H, 18° incline.
AOP412 ........................................... $22.95

CanDo Adjustable
Ankle Incline Board
Heavy-duty, non-slip plastic board lets user safely and easily stretch ankles at varying steep angles. Incline adjusts to 4 different levels (0°, 5°, 15°, 25°, and 35°) simply by inserting board into the desired back slot. Board measures 14”W x 14”L, and supports over 500 lbs. Folds flat for easy storage.
AFE279 ........................................... $49.95
**ORDERED BY:**

Name ____________________________  
Street Address ______________________  
City __________ State __________  
Zip __________ Phone __________

**SHIP TO:** (IF DIFFERENT FROM ORDERED BY)

Name ____________________________  
Street Address ______________________  
City __________ State __________  
Zip __________ Phone __________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price/Unit</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Price Of All Items: ______________________

Payment Method:

- [ ] MasterCard  - [ ] Visa  - [ ] American Express  - [ ] Discover  - [ ] Check

Card Number: ____________________________

Expiration Date: M. M. Y Y  

Total Purchase Amount: ______________________

Signature ____________________________  
Date ____________________________
SHIPPING INFORMATION
Unfortunately, due to the oversized and/or overweight of certain merchandise, additional shipping charges may apply in addition to the standard shipping charges. Please request customer service to provide an estimate. Express or overnight delivery is available for most items. These charges are in addition to standard shipping charges. Please request customer service to provide an estimate. For deliveries outside the contiguous U.S., additional shipping charges apply. Please contact customer service.

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES
If subtotal is:  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shipping &amp; Handling:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0 to $20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20.01 to $35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$35.01 to $55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$55.01 to $85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$85.01 to $125.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$125.01 to $200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$200.01 to $300.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$300.01 or more</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE WRIGHT STUFF, INC. QUALITY COMMITMENT:
We strive to keep our customers satisfied by offering quality products, professional service, and competitive pricing. If the merchandise you received is defective or not as you ordered, please contact our customer service staff for a quick resolution.

FAST SHIPPING WITHIN 24 HOURS:
Call, fax, or order online by 1:00 pm CST, Monday through Thursday, and all in-stock items will ship within 24 hours. Weekend and holiday orders ship the next business day.

RETURNS:
Please call for a return authorization number. Items that are undamaged and unused and returned in their original unopened packaging will be refunded when returned with the receipt within 30 days. A restocking fee up to 30% may be applied per manufacturer’s policy. Shipping and handling charges are not refunded.

* Sorry, but for health reasons we are unable to accept returns, exchange, or refund eating, hygiene, mouth stick products, toileting, mattresses, or pillows.
** Prices, products, or pictures may change without notice, or may not be consistent with the copy or pictures in this catalog.

Please call our toll-free customer service line, 1-877-750-0376, 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. CST to ask questions about any product or inquire about your order.

We’ll be glad to help you find “The Wright Stuff.”

Thank you for your order!